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by Debbie Schlechte 
Hi Ya'll! Welcome newcomers to the nia! We'll all adjust to the weather ... 
Monterey area. It's a typical Monterey someday. 
summer already and if you don't know 
by now ... Monterey summers are I'm thrilled to be your new Classmate 
COLD. We arrived here almost a year editor. Please keep our monthly fo-
ago in shorts and after two days of cuses in mind and consider contribut-
goose-bumps and running-in-place to ing to Classmate. We meet the 1 st and 
keep warm, we went out and bought 2nd Wednesdays of each month at 
"Monterey clothing". It's a standing 8:00 p.m. in the Tower Room (4th floor) 
joke around here that I never take off in Herrmann Hall. You don't have to 
my Carolina toboggan (ski cap). I be a "writer" to attend. We welcome 
























SPECIALIZING IN OAK FURNITURE 
FOR THE HOME 81 OFFICE 
231 
372-6250 
17th St. • Downtown Pacific Grove' Mon,-Sat. 
Articles for Classmate should 
be neatly typed and double-
spaced. They should be 
turned in by the first day of the 
month preceeding the month 
the article is to be printed. 
Focus for August 
Animals 
Focus for Sept.lOct. 
Welcome Aboard, Moving 
& Friendships 
Focus for November 
Giving & Sharing 





Would you like to augment your fam-
ily's wardrobe or your child's toy box 
with a minimum of expense? Books, 
household items, kitchenware, as well 
as clothes and toys are available for 
puchase by military families at the 
Navy Relief Thrift Shop. Come check 
out our uniform shop too. All items in 
the shop are donations. In fact, without 
the generous donations received and 
the time given by volunteer workers, 
the Thrift Shop would not exist. Its con-
tinued success depends on you. Dona-
tions are gratefully accepted and new 
shoppers are welcomed. Volunteers 
who have as little as two hours a month 
or as much as four hours a week are 
sought; free child care is provided. 
The Thrift Shop is located in Building 
301 (the old exchange). They are in 
the process of moving. Their new 
hours are Monday and Thursday 10:00 
- 2:00 noon. For additional informa-
tion, call 375-0886 during Thrift Shop 
hours, or call the Navy Relief Office. 0 
• 
. ... O.S.W.C. NEWS . ... O.S.W.C. NEWS . . .. O.S.W.C. NEWS . ... O.S.W.C. NEWS . . .. 
PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE 
NPS classes have begun for another 
new quarter and vacations are over. 
Welcome back; I hope you all had a 
nice break! I would also like to extend 
a warm welcome to all the new stu-
dents and wives who have arrived in 
Monterey the past few weeks. You 
have a delightful experience ahead of 
you. 
Since tours at NPS are short, I urge 
you to become involved as soon as 
you are "settled in". The Officers Stu-
dents' Wives Club (OSWC) is open to 
all spouses. The club offers a wide vari-
ety of both social and service oriented 
activities, classes, events and oppor-
tunities. OSWC is composed of six 
elected Executive Board members, a 
Governing Board, and the member-
ship. The Governing Board consists of 
liaisons who are in contact with many 
of the facilities that serve you, i.e., the 
Exchange, Ft. Ord and Presidio medi-
cal clinics, representatives from each 
curriculum (CR's), and twenty-one 
committees (see diagram). Many of the 
committee chairmanships are open for 
the Sept.-March term: Adobe Tour, 
Distribution, Flouride Festival, Ways & 
Means, and Welcome Aboard. Please 
call me if you are interested in any of 
these "chairs". My phone number is 
373-37tO. All OSWC committees al-
ways need fresh ideas and an extra 
set of helping hands. If you want to get 
involved with a committee or meet new 
people, come join us and join in the 
fun at our next monthly meeting! We 
will be in the La Novia Room of 
Herrmann Hall, Monday, August 5th at 
8 p.m. 
Come Join Us ... and Join in the Fun!! 
by Lynne Tungett 
As you read this issue of Classmate 
to get travel ideas for the next long 
weekend or break, keep OSWC in 
mind as a source for Monterey enter-
tainment. During the past couple of 
months, Emilie Gahnstrom, the First 
Vice-President, has organized some 
marvelous functions for everyone to 
enjoy. We toured the Ft. Ord Craft 
Shop complex in May. As visitors, we 
were impressed by the willingness of 
the instructors to help novices and by 
the extensive facilities. There was a 
jewelry design shop, photography lab, 
ceramic and porcelain workrooms, 
stained glass cutting area, rooms filled 
wi th painting easels and silk screen ap-
paratus, and in the potter shop we were 
shown how to "throw" a pot on the pot-
ter's wheel. 
In June, we toured some of the quar-
ters and school buildings on the NPS 
campus. Everyone who attended 
learned a lot about the school (where 
the infamous computer lab is) and his-
tory of the Old Del Monte Hotel. OSWC 
would like to thank Mrs. Shumaker and 
the other staff wives who graciously 
opened their homes for us to view. 
They were all lovely. 
We have a couple of events coming 
up soon that I would like to mention. 
Saturday, July 27, OSWC will be spon-
soring the 5th Annual La Mesa 10K 
and Fun Run. And mark August 22 on 
your calendars. That's the next OSWC 
Welcome Aboard featuring "Cramalot"! 
As you can see, we are an active 
group! 
In conclusion, I would like to wel-
come Debbie Schlechte, the new 
editor of Classmate. To Jeannine 
Cotner, thank you for the wonderful job 
you did as editor and to your staff for 
making Classmate a magazine we can 
be so proud of. 




Officer Students' Wives Club President , 
OSWC Executive Board 
! 
President 1 st Vice-Pres. 2nd Vice-Pres. 














1 for each curric. 
l 
Section Liaisons 
Usually the Section Leader's wife 
l 
ALL student wives 
OSWC members and non-members 
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Test Busters 
There's something good in the neigh-
borhood. 
Who you gonna call- Test Busters! 
Just wait and see our finals. 
Who you gonna call- Test Busters ! 
I ain 't afraid of no test, 
I ain 't afraid of no test. 
Gonna do it right with all our might. 
Who you gonna call - Test Busters! 
We see the rest and know we're best. 
Who you gonna call - Test Busters! 
I ain 't afraid of no test, 
I ain 't afraid of no test. 
Hey Sprinkle dear, give us a cheer. 
Who are we called - Test Busters! 
I ain 't afraid of no test, 
... cause we know we're best. 
I ain 't afraid of no test, 
Testing makes us real co-o-o-o-ol ! 
4 
Our Personalized Tour of the 
Peninsula includes: 
Fishennan ' s Wharf 
Cannery Row 
Paci fic Grove (an old Victori an tow n) 
Pebble Beach (I7·Mi le Drive) 
Cannel and Carmel Scenic Drive 
Cannel Mission 
Complimentary refreshments a l 
"The Lodge at Pebble Beach." 
Shopping in Carmel or The Barnyard 
PR ICE: $ 17 .00 Pcr Person 
TOURS: Weekdays I :00-5:00 p.m. 
except Wednesdays* 
*Wednesdays only - Hearsl Castle Tour 
(based on avai lability) S35.00 (includes 
Castle ticket) 
HEARST CASTLE SPECIAL -
2 for I for military families 
(based on avai lability) 
PRIVATE REQUEST TOURS 
available to groups 
PLEASE CALL (408) 372-3700 
o 
O.S.W.C. NEWS .... O.S.W.C. NEWS .... O.S.W.C. NEWS 
1 st Vice President's Message 
by Emilie Gahnstrom 
HANDS ACROSS 
THE SEA 
OSWC invites all members, non-
members and especially International 
Students and wives for a "Hands 
Across the Sea" Pool Party. Join us for 
fun, food and swimming at the N.P.S. 
Pool on Friday July 19th, 1985 from 
6:30 to 11 :00 p.m. No children please! 
This is an adults only party. Watch for 




If you're a "crafty" person now is a 
good time to start thinking about and 
creating those handmade treasures. 
The Annual OSWC Christmas Craft 
Bazaar, which is held mid-November, 
will be here before you know it! Th is 
bazaar is a unique opportunity to show 
off your talents and make extra Christ-
mas money. Watch for more details 
and information in upcoming issues of 
the Classmate. 0 
Open Committee Chairmanships 
Adobe Tour Chairman & Co-Chairman 
Distribution Chairman & Co-Chairman 
Flouride Festival Chairman & Co-
Way & Means (Bargain Fairs - Talbott 
Sales) Chairman & Co-Chairman 
NSA / Intelligence Curriculum Rep. 
Weapons Systems / ASW Curriculum 








When you move back to your home country, 
chances are you' ll need appliances that work on 
220 volt, 50 cycle current. And If you want to get 
the best quality, the best selection, and the best 
price, then you should buy them right here in the 
U.S. at Arls Export Company. 
We have everything you'll need Includ ing refrigerators, washers, dryers, TV's, 
YCR's, stereos, microwaves, and a full line of small appliances direct from 
leading manufacturers like: G.E., Amana, Maytag, Sony, Akai, Sansui, Sharp, 
Alwa, Hoover, Philips, Hitachi, and more. 
Also available: 1101220 volt multi system TV's, YCR's, and stereos that can 
be used In the U.S. and overseas. This Is Ideal for those of you who will be here 
for a short time and need something that you can use here and be able to take 
home with you when you 're ready to leave. 
We Carry a Full Line of Transformers 
Crating and Shipping Services Worldwide 
ARIS EXPORT CO., INC. 
1501 Vermont Street (At Army) 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 941 07 
(415)550-8605 
220 volt, 50 cycle appliances 
at the best proce In town. 
• 
· ... O.S.W.C. NEWS . ... O.S.W.C. NEWS . ... O.S.W.C. NEWS . ... O.S.W.C. NEWS .... 
NEW CLASSES 
Beginning Sewing - Virginia Sycuro 
(649-0530). 
Beginning Stained Glass - "Sun 
Catchers" - Virginia Sycuro (649-
0530). 
Coupon Refunding - Marge Can 
(646-8140). 
Shape Your Size - Bonnie Himes 
(649-8886). 
Tutor for the Learning Disabled-
Marion Wilson (373-3845). 
DELETED CLASSES 
Ancient Art of Marbling - Carol Blan 
(375-6735). 
Beginning Smocking - Beverly 
Johnston (649-6478). 
Heirloom Sewing - Beverly Johnston 
(649-6478). 
Stained Glass - Debra Lovelace 
(384-7991 ). 
Traditions in Smocking - Beverly 
Johnston (649-6478). 
Trapunto Baskets - Pat Webb (375-
8125). 
CURRENT CLASSES 
Advanced Exercise Class - Lisa 
Hegland (375-5806). 
MINI-CLASSES 
by Cyndy Garris 
Beginner's Floor Exercise - Lisa 
Hegland (375-5806). 
Beginner's Sampler Quilting 
Class - Pat Webb (375-8125). 
Beginning Cake Decorating -Cherie 
Whyms (373-6551). 
Children's Creative Dance - Terri 
Grimshaw (624-3799). 
Country Coverlets - Susan 
Darabond (372-9238). 
Crochet - Robin Phares (375-7853). 
Early Parenting - Barbara Dickinson 
(375-2587). 
Exercise Class - Donna Staniec 
(373-6626). 
Floor Exercise - Lisa Hegland (375-
5806) 
Folk Guitar - Muriel Anderson (899-
0752) 
Hula/Polynesian Dancing - LaVerne 
Howard (373-5301) 
Japanese Floral Art - Suzi Miller 
(372-41 89) 
Jogging Clinic (Beginners) - Cheryl 
Sandvig en (372-6579) 
Kimekomi - Marie Johnson (375-
3905) 
Moderate Floor Exercise - Lisa Heg-
land (375-3806) 
Needlepoint - Sally Dewey (624-
2250) 
Net Darning - Susan Darabond (372-
9238) 
Piano - Kazuko Mocken (624-9596) 
Piano - Nathalie Plotkin (373-5671 ) 
Piano & Guitar - Karen Rigdon (649-
.8752) 
Quilted Wall Hanging - Harrien Mun-
dell (649-3914). 
Scherenschnltte (German Scissor 
Cutting) - Susan Darabond (372-
9238) 
Soft Sculpture Dolls - Linda Sigmon 
(375-6847) 
Stenciling - Faye Snyder (375-4802) 
Suzuki Violin & Viola Lessons-
Mildred Kline (624-9541) 
Tennis Instruction - Karen Stewart 
(373-3437) 
Tole Painting - Selma Moskowitz 
(373-5064) 
TUTORS 
Grades K-6 & Special Education-
Linda Williams (394-7125). 
Reading Tutoring - Gay O'Hara 
(375-9223). 
Tutoring - Jean Setzer (373-7840). 
5 
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· ... O.S.W.C. NEWS . ... O.S.W.C. NEWS .. .. O.S.W.C. NEWS . . . . O.S.W.C. NEWS .... 
NEWSBRIEFS 
NAVY BIRTHDAY BALL 1985 
Mark this date on your calendar! Saturday, October 5, 1985 has been set for the Naval 
Postgraduate School Navy Birthday Ball. 
This year, as in years past, the ball will be held in the Barbara McNitt Ballroom on the 
Naval Postgraduate School campus. Dress will be formal and everyone will be treated to 
a delicious dinner, and an evening of relaxation , spirited dancing, and military tradition. 
It is not too early to begin making plans to attend this year's ball, as it is a popular event. 
There will be more detai ls in the Classmate, Pink Flyer, and Quarterdeck publications during 
the upcoming months. 0 
FOREIGN 
AUTO PARTS 
PARTS & ACCESSORIES FOR 
ALL IMPORTED CARS 
New - Rebuilt· Onglnal ·Compelttlon 
DISCOUNTS TO MILITARY & STUDENTS 
REMANUFACTURED VW ENGINES 
EXCHANGE 
Shon Blocks & Complete Engines 
For All Imported Cars 
The Most Complete line of Foreign Car 
and Truck Parts Available 
Bosch Automotive Products 
600 E. Franklin 
(at Cortez) Monterey 
373-7781 
NEW KIDS ON THE BLOCK 
A son, Stephen, 8 Ibs. 5 ozs., born on November 
10, 1984 to Tom and Marilyn Grodek. 
A daughter, Emily Ann, 7 Ibs., 1 OZ., born on 
Apri l 1, 1985 to John and Karen Higgins. 
A son, Kyle William, 7 Ibs. , 1 OZ. , born on April 
9, 1985 to Scott and Debbie Jones. 
A son, Geoffrey Kaina, born January 24, 1985, 
brought love into the family of Fred and LaVerne 
Howard, on May 2, 1985. 
A daughter, Meredith Haddleton, 9 Ibs., 60zs., 
born on May 12, 1985 to Stephen and Beverly 
Keller. 0 
ST. JAM ES EPISCOPAL C HU RC H 
SU NDAYS I) AND 10 A.M. EUC HARIST 
C HI LD CAR E: ADU LT C LASSES 
FRANKLIN AND H IG H STR EETS. MONTER EY 
(CLOSE TO N PS AND LA M ESA) 
375-&476 WE INVITE YOU TO WORSHIP WITH USI 
· ... O.S.W.C. NEWS . . , . O.S.W.C. NEWS . ... O.S.W.C. NEWS . ... O.S.W.C. NEWS . ... 
LA MESA RUN 
The La Mesa Aun will be held on Saturday, July 27th. The 10K race begins at 8:30 a.m. and will be followed by a two mile 
fun run at 10:30. The entire family is invited to run or walk in the fun run and that includes your four·legged pets! 
Special trophies have been donated by Frank Lucido of HEAD PIN TROPHIES and age group awards will be presented to 
10K participants. Numerous gift certificates and prizes will be given to Fun Aun participants including the fastest, slowest, oldest 
and youngest. There will also be a special prize for the first dog or cat to finish the Aun for Fun. 
Every member of your family can remember this fun event by ordering a special La Mesa Aun T-shirt designed by Bob Voigt. 
Bob combined his creative talent and computer skills to draw a special logo for us. Order your T-shirts early so you can wear 
it on the day of the run. 
We urge you to get your race applications and T-shirt orders completed soon. For more information or if you would like to 
volunteer on the day of the race, please call 375·7765. 0 
r------------------------------------------------, 
REGISTRATION FORM I 
NAME(S) ________________________________ _ 
MALE _____ _ FEMALE _______ _ AGE(S) ______ _ 
ADDAESS _________________________________ ___ 
PHONE SMC# ___________ __ 
_______ entries for 10K @ $3.00' 
_______ entries for FUN AUN @ $1 .00 (adults and children 15 and older) $5.00 Max/family 
_______ entries for FUN AUN @ $ .50 (children under 15, strollers, dogs) TOTAL ENCLOSED $ ____ _ 
'Late registration fee will be $4.00 
DISCLAIMER FOR LA MESA 10K AND FUN RUN 
This form must be signed by all participants. 
Those participants 18 and younger must have this signed by either parent or legal guardian. 
In consideration of your accepting my entry, I, intending to be legally bound hereby for myself, my heirs, executors and 
administrators, waive and release all rights and claims that I may have against the persons and organizations aHiliated with 
the race, the oHicials, the U.S. Navy, the Naval Postgraduate School, and the OHicer Students' Wives' Club of the Naval 
Postgraduate School , while participating in or traveling to or from the "La Mesa 10K and Aun for Fun" on July 23, 1983. I further 

























NAME DATE I 
~---------------------------------------------~ 
1985 T-SHIRT ORDER FORM 
Shirts are 50% Polyester, 50% Cotton 
NAME ___________________ ___ PHONE ______ SMC # ___ _ 
ADULTS: M(36-38) ____ _ Total number of Adult's shirts @ $5.50 ea. __________________ _ 
XL (46-48) TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED ________ _ 
L ___________________________________________ ~ 
Make your checks payable to O.S.W.C. and send them to Dave and Alice Alexander, 33 Aevere Ad ., Monterey, CA 93940 or 
SMC # 1015. 
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INTERNATIONAL MESSAGE 
DIPLOMATIC DIALOGUE 
by Sunny Evans 
Lieutenant Colonel Joao Mascarenhas 
Portugal glistens on the southwest· 
ern coast of Europe. It is a country rich 
in history, culture and natural beauty. 
The Shrine of Fatima, the colorful fairs 
and markets displaying native hand· 
iworks of ceramics, cork and delicate 
filigree, and the breathtaking beauty of 
the Marao mountains in the northern 
region of Montanhas provide only a 
glimpse of Portugal's many treasures. 
From this fascinating country comes 
Lieutenant Colonel Joao Mascarenhas 
of the Portuguese Air Force. He, his 
wife Ermelinda, daughter Margarida 
(17) , and son Joao (14) arrived in Mon· 
terey in June 1984. Lt. Col. Mas-
carenhas is the senior Portuguese of-
ficer among the eight officers repre-
senting Portugal at NPS. He is a stu-
dent in the Computer Systems Man-
agement Curriculum. 
What jobs have you had in the Por· 
tuguese Air Force prior to coming 
to NPS? 
In the military academy, I was 
YOUf Indepenaent travel 
aqent serves you best 
trained as a supply officer. I worked at 
many Portuguese Air Force Bases as 
a supply officer, mainly in an adminis-
trative capacity. I was in Africa for four 
years (1967-1971) during the cam-
paign in Angola. At the time, Angola 
was a Portuguese colony and different 
factions within Angola were seeking in-
dependence from Portugal. Portugal 
later granted independence to Angola 
in 1975. I later worked as an analyst 
and programmer at the Portuguese 
Computer Center for approximately 
two years. Additionally, I was assigned 
to the Air Force industrial maintenance 
complex in Alverca, near Lisbon, 
known as OGMA. 
Where is your home in Portugal 
and how would you describe that 
community? 
Our home is in a little town near lis-
bon, called Sintra, which is popular 
with the tourists. It is a very old and 
historical town. One of its main attrac· 
tions is the national palace which was 
the residence of various kings of Por-
tugal. Sintra is not far from the sea and 
quite beautiful, similar to Monterey. 
What were the reactions of you and 
your family to the news that you 
would be coming to the U.S.? 
When I was invited to come and at-
tend N PS, I was surprised and very 
enthusiastic. My only apprehension 
AIRLINE RESERVATIONS 
& INFORMATION 
MONTEREY. CALIF 9394 0 
8 
649-4292 From SaUnas 757-1187 
A Clallmate advertiser .or 20 years. 
was going back to school and studying 
again. It had been ten years since I 
received a Masters in Finance from the 
University of Lisbon. My wife Er-
melinda was also surprised and was 
willing to come for the experience. Our 
son Joao was accepting of the news, 
but our daughter Margarida was very 
unhappy with the idea. She was 16 at 
the time and had many friends with 
whom she had grown up. We gave her 
a choice of either coming with us or 
staying at a special school where she 
could complete high school. It was 
hard for us, but we did not want to force 
her to come. Fortunately, her choice 
was to come with us. 
Have you found the American Spon-
sor Program beneficial? 
Oh yes! We had marvelous spon-
sors when we arrived, the Pikes. They 
gave us a lot of support. They intro-
duced our daughter to other children, 
and she made new friends and began 
to like it here. We had good help from 
the International Committee and also 
from other Portuguese families already 
here. Our original sponsors are now 
gone, but our new sponsors, the 
Schaffners, have been wonderful. 
Sponsorship is absolutely necessary. 
We needed much help and advice 
when we first arrived. 
As a foreign student, what difficul-
ties have you encountered at NPS? 
The main difficulty has been the lan-
guage. Foreign students have difficul-
ties especially with tests because it is 
often necessary to read over test ques-
tions several times to completely un-
derstand what is being asked. Foreign 
students need additional time to com-
plete tests for this reason, but it is not 
permitted. The grading system here is 
different from that of Portugal. Here, 
the grades are based on the class av-
erage. Sometimes receiving a high 
percentage does not necessarily mean 
a high grade. In my country, grades 
.... O.S.W.C. NEWS .... O.S.W.C. NEWS .... O.S.W.C. NEWS .... O.S.W.C. NEWS •... 
are not averaged. 
Do incoming Portuguese students 
receve information from any source 
regarding NPS, housing availability, 
cost of living, and other general in-
formation? 
No, the students do not receive any 
information prior to coming to NPS. I 
think it would be a very good thing for 
N PS to send such detailed information 
so that the student could have a bener 
idea of what to expect before coming. 
Is there any other area in which the 
assistance of NPS might be helpful? 
Yes. I have heard from some foreign 
students about the problems related to 
housing. The legal contracts, lease 
agreements, have presented difficul-
ties, especially to students who are 
leaving. Many are unable to get back 
their deposits. It is not clear to the stu-
dents what their rights are or what the 
law is regarding these contracts. If 
NPS could provide a liaison to provide 
legal advice to the student and to deal 
directly with a landlord when a problem 
arises, this would be most helpful. Most 
students have paid $600 to $1,000 in 
deposits, and they often do not get their 
money back. 
To the traveler heading for Portugal, 
would you suggest some points of 
interest that come to mind? 
I think the first place would be Lis-
bon. It is our capitol and perhaps, the 
most historical place in Portugal. In Lis-
bon and surrounding small towns are 
historical castles, palaces and parks. 
Next, I think I would recommend the 
province of Algarve in the south of Por-
tugal. It is where I was born. This area 
has a very mild climate with warm, 
beautiful beaches. Another interesting 
area lies in the northern region, the 
town of Porto. It is a place of vineyards 
and lush vegetation. This is where Port 
Wine originated. 
What native Portuguese dish would 
you recommend a tourist order in a 
Portuguese restaurant? 
Portugal is known for its seafood. 
One of the typical dishes is Bacalhau, 
also known as codfish. It is dried and 
salted before cooking. It is a very dif-
ficult dish to prepare. Every family has 
its own special recipe for preparing 
Bacalhau, as does every restaurant. It 
is said in Portugal that there are more 
than 1,000 ways of cooking Bacalhau. 
It is a different experience everywhere 
you eat it. 
What types of activities might the · 
tourist in Portugal find? 
In the summer, the beaches in the 
south of Portugal provide many ac-
tivities, including swimming, skin div-
ing, fishing, and cave exploration. In 
northern Portugal, there is skiing in 
winter. For sports fans, there is golf, 
basketball, soccer, volleyball and, of 
course, running! Remember Carlos 
Lopes? 
What cultural differences have you 
found between our two countries? 
Organization! This was a big sur-
prise. In this country, all things run well. 
In our country, public services do not 
run like those in this country. Here, if 
you need a document, okay - no prob-
lem. There is no big delay. In our coun-
try, sometimes there are a lot of people 
waiting for documents and it takes a 
lot of time. Also, we have different ways 
of living. In the U.S., people think more 
about work. Here, people think only of 
socializing on the weekends with 
friends. In Portugal, it is easy to find 
friends together during the week. Also, 
here everyone goes in cars. In Por-
tugal, everyone walks in the streets. 
Would you say that in Portugal life 
moves at a slower pace? 
Yes, we have a slower pace and our 
temperament is different. People here 
are always running! The time is very 
important. But for the Portuguese, it is 
not so important. In Portugal, when you 
invite someone to dinner and you tell 
them to come at 7 o'clock, it is abso-
lutely natural for them to come at 8 
o'clock. It is no problem. But here, 
when you say dinner is at 7 o'clock, 
you have to be there at 7 o'clock. Here, 
if the bus stops at 5 o'clock, the bus 
will leave it you are nnt there. In Por-
tugal , the bus will stop and wait until 
everyone arrives! 0 
ORDERS TO 
WASHINGTON, D.C. - NORTHERN VIRGINIA AREA? 
Contact R TH MONAHAN, for per;onalized counseling and your Free ·Welcome to 
Washington" housing packet containing information of Out· 




-I VR. MOl DER. NV8R MILLION DOLLAR SALES CLUB 
1108 "PRESIOEr-.'TS CLUB" 
'"SAl.t:s OVER A MILLIOS" 
-------------------~---------Name __________________ _ 
Address _~--~-------------­
City ______________ State ___ _ 
Phone ____________ Zip __ ---
Rank ___________________ _ 
Expected date of move _____________ _ 
Ask Me AboLit Relocation Allowance 
~---------------------------~ 621 B OlD KEENE Mill COURT 
SPRINGFIELD. VA. 22152 Call Me Collect 
OFFICE (100) 569-5300 
HOME (100) 321-81n 
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INTERNATIONAL MESSAGE 
Committee Elections 
by Kenwyn H. Schaffner 
July is the month in which the International Committee holds one of its fwo elections. This month we will elect members to be the 
international co·chairmen, student council representative and chairmen of the children's. furniture, hospitality, publicity, sponsor and 
sports & hobbies committees. The elections will be 18 July, running from 1000 to 1800. Polling will be held outside the International 
Education Coordinator's office in Root Hall. 
Four of the committee positions (children's, hospitality. publicity, and sports & hobbies) are new. They reflect our interest in providing 
a greater scope of activites for our members and their families. 
The elections will be held using rules from the new International Committee By-laws which were approved by the executive committee 
on June 12th. There were numerous minor changes. but also many important ones. Members who have not yet received a set should 
contact Jake or Kenwyn Schaffner. 
The largest number of new international students reports during the summer months. We are planning on welcoming approximately 
50 new students within the next few months, and most of them would like to have sponsors. Anyone interested in sponsoring an 
international family should contact the International Education Coordinator's office (646-2186) or fill out the form below and return it 
to SMC #1102. We would especially like to ask that current sponsors assist in the effort to find new sponsors. Person-to-person 
recruiting is our most effective method. 
r----------------International Sponsorship Form -----------------, 
NAME __________ ____ _ PHONE # ________ _ SMC # ______ _ 
NUMBER & AGES OF CHILDREN ____________________________ _ 
RANK ____ SERVICE _____ _ CURRICULUM ________________ _ 
ESTIMATED DATE OF GRADUATION __________________________ _ 
I DESIRE TO HOST _ A STUDENT WITH A FAMILY 
_ A STUDENT WITHOUT A FAMILY 
_ ANY STUDENT 
ISPEAKTHEFOLLOWINGLANGUAGES ___________________ ______ _ 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION _____________________________ _ 
COMMUNITY INFORMATION 
OPEN AIR FARMER'S MARKET 
Every Thursday; 1-6 p.m. ; beginning June 6th, 1985. 
Fresh flowers, produce, eggs, fruits and nuts! 
NEW LOCATION 
Monterey Peninsula College lower parking lot (A) at the Fremont Blvd. entrance to the College. 
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NPS RUNNING CLUB NEWS 
by Caryn Mears 
Interested in running or jogging? The 
NPS Running Club is the answer. 
Monthly meetings held at the La Mesa 
Community Center provide a chance 
to meet other runners and joggers. 
Through small group runs held after 
each session , and informal races or-
ganized by the club, individuals will be 
able to meet other runners and joggers 
having similar capabilities. 
Other benefits of the club include 
learning new style and speed tech-
niques, as well as proper nutrition and 
injury prevention. Guest speakers are 
planned for different clinics offering ex-
pert advice on the above mentioned 
topics. 
plemental exercise and preparation 
and pre-race nutrition. 
The NPS Running Club is looking 
forward to the La Mesa 10K Run and 
Fun Run sponsored by the OSWC. 
Preparation is being made now for the 
27 July race . Anyone interested in 
helping with the organizational meet-
ings is asked to contact Alice Alexan-
der - 375-7765. 
With the large contingent of joggers 
and runners in the La Mesa area the 
Running Club is a beneficial organiza-
tion. 
For further information, contact Jane 
Alexcih at 64R-On? or Mike Findlay at 
373-86° I' 
_" rlill , Pebble Beach. (408) The summer quarter will start witI' 
Clinic Sessions in July. The Beginnir 
Runners Clinic will be held 13 July ,mily Fun). 
0800 hours at the Community Cent I Championship. Spyglass Hill, Pebble 
Follow-up sessions will be held 16 J' 
at 0800 hours and 18 July at Of ,nterey Fairgrounds and Exposition Park. 
hours. Individual attention is give' ' 
prepare a running schedule suit ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
each runner's specific needs. Cc 
tration is placed on proper style 
vent beginning injuries. (Havin 
pated in the past Beginning 
Clinic, I can attest to the ben .• 
individual running program 
"Accent on Colo( 
Seasonal Color Analysis 
Wardrobe Planning fo r 
Men and Women 
Skin Care and Make-up in 
Your Personal Color Palette 
Appointments at Your 
Convenience 
Call Kathleen 646-1779 
and memoers of O!:> vvv , ulov . 
a new show the first of each month. 
You 'll find it down the hall from the 
bulletin board in the basement of 
Herrmann Hall. Hours 11 :30-3:00, 
Monday-Friday. Prices are most af-
fordable. 0 
the injury prevention tech 
looking forward to particir-
next Beginning Runners ( 
An Advanced Runnerf 
A D WAY, SEASIDE . 394-6301 
235 M O NTEREY ST., SA LI NAS . 422-6833 
YOU CAN 
held 20 July at 0800 hOI ' have solid wood 
munity Center. Topics ' and save $ 
~" '"",d, .,,' """'-~ upcoming races, ar ,_ , Speciali z ing in oak and ?t~er hardwoods. 
techniques. Goal setti ~r ~ " It pays to VI Sit US" . 
training programsals( ~ " . LARGEST 
A monthly meeting r"'" -" . vari ety of 
gust at 0800 hours il .11 UNFI NISH ED FU RNITURE 
Center of La Mesa. T: ~ 
centrate on race P 19uments Sam e A s Cash To All NPGS Students 
major areas of discu,· 
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HAMMER AND THREAD 
You won't see it here first. 
You have seen it in your neighbors' 
homes across the states, in Italy, Ger-
many, in England and in Australia. "It" 
is the amazing, creative, and inexpen-
sive way we nomadic women and men 
of the U.S. Armed Forces decorate our 
quarters. There isn't another tribe that 
has traveled the distances and passed 
through the cultures that we have. In 
every stop we have made, not only 
have we made our mark but we have 
borrowed ideas, stolen color patterns, 
and discovered our own way of coping 
with the shortage of space and re-
sources. 
In the first of a series of articles, I 
have some simple instructions on how 
III II II 
So if you have ever cured "White Wall 
Syndrome", have a solution to "Cas-
cading Closet" or if by the use of ham-
mer, sewing machine, and other small 
tools have discovered a way of over-
coming a shortage of space, a poorly 
designed living area, and an austere 
budget, come forth and be recognized! 
Drop a note into SMC 2035 and next 
month your idea may be featured in 
this column. 
h,ad .f sJ,..{ 
, ItI/ • .l. 11 
1-- - - -"---------- .. 
IF===================~ 
HANK ____ SERVICE _____ _ CURRICULUM 
ment stores' linen departments will tell 
you that we have gone a long way from 
solid white and flowery pastels. It 
should be easy to find a sheet design 
to complement any decor. Sheets 
come in three basic sizes, check the 
wrapper for the finished size (ignore 
the mattress size, such as "fits 39" x 
75" mattress"). You will need two times 
the width of your window for a standard 
ruffled appearance. If you bring the 
measurements of your window with 
you it should be a simple matter to de-
termine the size of sheet needed. 
The easiest and fastest way to con-
vert your bedcovering into window cov-
ering is to open up the side seams (a) 
if there are any, and run a row of 
stitches 1 '12 inches above the heading 
stitches (b) . Slide the sheet heading 
through a curtain rod hung althe height 
that you desire. Cut a small slit one 
inch below the desired length of the 
finished curtain . Gently tear across the 
ESTIMATED DATE OF GRADUATION ________________ sheet. Remove from the rod. Find the 
I DESIRE TO HOST _ A STUDENT WITH A FAMILY 
_ A STUDENT WITHOUT A FAMILY 
_ ANY STUDENT 
~enter of the sheet (this is most easily 
'one by folding the sheet vertically in 
alf), cut a small slit and tear in half. 
cinish the side seams first by turning 
~r % inch and sewing down. Do 
'urn under at the heading so that 
'Iill remain open to insert the cur-
I SPEAK THE FOLLOWING LANGUAGES _________________ .d. Turn under once again so that 
edge is showing. The other (un-
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ______________________ side was prefinished by the 
L-________________________________ ,anufacturer. 
the bottom hem up '12 inch, 
~:;iiii~:;iiii~:;iiii~;;iiiii!!~;;iiiii!!~;;iiiii!!:;::;;iiiii!!:;::;iiC:;::;iiC:2.;;iiC:2.;;iiC:2.;;iiC:2.;;iiC:2.;;iiC:2.;;iiC:2.;;iiC2· ,d turn up '12 inch again and 
oss and hang up your lovely 
COMMUNITY INFORMATION -ins. 
OPEN AIR FARMER'S MARKET 
Every Thursday ; 1-6 p.m. ; beginning June 6th, 1985. 
cks, matching pillows, 
tablecloths, etc. can easily 
. ~g leftover pieces or other 
'e the winter chill comes 
easy way to construct a 
er cover) . This would be 
) complete the decorator 
edroom since it is made 
Fresh flowers, produce, eggs, fruits and nuts! 
NEW LOCATION 
Monterey Peninsula College lower parking lot (A) at the Fremont Blvd. entrance to 1tS. With white sales now 
For further information call 646-4190. J area stores it would be 
I ;,:;~?;~?;~?;c:;?;c:;~c:;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~e:;::;iiiie:;::;iiii~.;:ensive to purchase the 
"" this month. 0 
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JULY 
5-7: Morgan Horse Show. Monterey Fairgrounds and Exposition Park. (415) 
761-2300, Ext. 386. 
7: Sloat Landing Celebration, Custom House Plaza, Monterey History & Art 
Assn. (408) 372-2608. 
12-14: SI. Mary's-by-The-Sea Antiques Show & Sale. Pacific Grove. (408) 
373-4441 . 
13-14: Dbon Festival. Monterey Fairgrounds, Monterey Peninsula Buddhist 
Temple. (408) 394-0119. 
13-14: Champion Sparkplug 200 Motorcycle Races. Laguna Seca Raceway, 
SCRAMP. (408) 373-1611. 
15-Aug. 4: Carmel Bach Festival. Sunset Cultural Center and Carmel Mission 
Basilica, Bach Festival Inc. (408) 624·1521 . 
18-21: California Rodeo. Salinas Rodeo Grounds, Salinas. 
21-28: National Horse Show. Monterey Fairgrounds and Exposition Park. (408) 
372·5863. 
22-28: Feast of Lanterns. Pacific Grove. (408) 373-3304. 
28: Moss Landing Flea Markel. Moss Landing. For information call LCDR Bill 
Lech 646-2581. 
AUGUST 
1-4: 6th Annual Steinbeck Festival and International Steinbeck Congress. 
John Steinbeck Library, Salinas. (408) 758-7311 . 
2-3: NCGA Public Links Championship. Spyglass Hill, Pebble Beach. (408) 
649-8500. 
3: Scottish Highland Games (See Family Fun). 
13-18: NCGA Amateur Match Plan Championship. Spyglass Hill, Pebble 
Beach. (408) 649-8500. 
13-18: Monterey County Fair. Monterey Fairgrounds and Exposition Park. 
(408) 373-3366. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
THE EAGLE'S EYE GALLERY in 
Herrmann Hall features an Artist Of 
The Month all year, and July's spot-
light is on the work of Sharon Ann 
Devenney. Her watercolors and 
pastels include a large and drama-
tic scenic of the Bixby Bridge as 
well as other local subjects. Married 
to an Army Major stationed at the 
Defense Language Institute, Shar-
on has lived in Kentucky, Georgia, 
Wisconsin, Korea, Germany and 
California during the last 12 years. 
While she was in Germany, she 
started and ran an art and craft 
boutique she called The Lemon 
Tree. Locally she is affiliated with 
the Central Coast Art Association. 
The Gallery shows the work of a 
dozen members, all military wives 
and members of OSWC, and hangs 
a new show the first of each month. 
You'll find it down the hall from the 
bulletin board in the basement of 
Herrmann Hall. Hours 11 :30-3:00, 
Monday-Friday. Prices are most af-
fordable . 0 
855 BROADWAY, SEASIDE. 394-6301 
235 MONTEREY ST., SALINAS. 422-6833 
It PAYS 
10 visit a 
family store 
YOU CAN 
have solid wood 
and save $ 
Specializing in oak and other hardwoods. -:;;:::;=:'1 








Casa de Amigos Animal Hotel 
..t'h.. " We Specialize in Animal Care" 
• Boarding 
• Bathing & dipping 
• Indoor & outdoor runs 
• Airport pickup and delivery 
373-0482 
715 Foam St. 
Monterey 
Let Us Develop Your Film 
• 4 x 6 prints 
• 3'12 x 5 prints 
• Contact Sheets 
• Color or 
Black & White 
• E6 
• Kodachrome 
580 Lighthouse Ave. 
372-6337 
Mon. - Fri. 9:00 - 6:00 Sat. 10:00-3:00 
FEATURES . ... FEATURES . ... 
Summer is the time for ''watching the 
waist". Salads are always filling and 
less caloric than many foods . Throw a 
neighborhood "salad party" for a fun 
get·together. We print recipes that 
have been well-recommended 
throughout the homes in La Mesa. 
Salad Delight 
'h head lettuce broken into bite-size 
pieces (enough to cover 'h of 2 quart 
casserole or bottom of 9 x 13 inch 
dish) 
'h purple onion, sliced thinly and sepa· 
rated into rings 
1'h boxes frozen English peas, cooked 
and cooled OR 1 can English peas, 
drained 
'h cup grated carrots 
'h cup chopped celery 
0/3 cup sour cream 
1 % cup mayonnaise 
6·7 pieces bacon, crisply fried 
Layer vegetables as listed. Combine sour 
cream and mayonnaise, spread over top 
of vegetables. MAKE SURE to take it to 
the edge of the casserole to seal so that 
no air gets inside to the vegetables. Cover 
top completely and seal the edges with the 
mixture. Refrigerate overnight. Before 
serving , crumble bacon on top. 
Potato Salad 
5 pounds new red potatoes 
Minced parsley 
1 onion, minced 
Dash of Vinegar 
Garlic salt and pepper to taste 
Mayonnaise and sour cream mixed to 
desired consistency 
Cube cooked, cooled potatoes. Add 
parsley. onion, vinegar, garlic sait and pep-
per. Add mayonnaise and sour cream mix-
ture. Mix together well. 
Raw Broccoli Salad 
3 hard boiled eggs, chopped 
6 slices bacon, cooked and chopped 
1 head broccoli, flowerette pieces 
6 green olives, sliced 
'h bottle French Dressing with 1 cup 
mayonnaise and V2 cup Parmesan 
Cheese 
Pour dressing over all ingredients and toss. 
Serve immediately. 
• 
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IL~U 
Millionaire's Salad 
2 eggs, beaten 
5 Tbsp. lemon or orange juice 
5 Tbsp. sugar 
2 Tbsp. butter 
32 marshmallows 
1 cup whipping cream 
1 can diced pineapple 
1 can fruit cocktail 
3 bananas, sliced 
Combine firsl 5 ingredients. Simmer until 
marshmallows are melted. Add remaining 
ingredients and chi ll. 
Taco Salad 
1 pound LEAN hamburger 
1 can red kidney beans, drained 
1 medium onion, diced 
2 fi rm tomatoes, cut up 
1 avocado 
V. pound mild cheddar cheese, diced 
Small head lettuce 
Small bag tortilla chips 
Brown hamburger, drain, cool. Add every-
thing but chips and avocado. When ready 
to serve add dressing, chips, and avocado. 
Dressing 
V. cup Italian dressing 
V. cup French dressing 
1 Tbsp_ chili powder 
Salt and pepper to taste 
Mix well and serve. 
Pineapple/Cheese Salad 
1 cup pineapple tidbits 
1 cup diced cheese 
1 cup miniature marshmallows 
V. cup broken nuts 
Dressing 
1 cup pineapple juice 
'h cup sugar 
1 Tbsp. cornstarch 
2 eggs 
Cook until th ick. Cool. 
Mix above salad and pour dressing over. 
5 Cup Salad 
1 cup mandarin oranges 
1 cup pineapple chunks 
1 cup coconut 
1 cup miniature marshmallows 
1 cup sour cream 
Mix all ingredients together and refrigerate. 
(Nuts may be added, if desired). 
BON APPET IT! o 
MOVING? 
NO COST REFERRAL 
CENTURY 21 has over 7,000 
offices to assist you in your next 
move. Why not call today to obtain 
details on homes throughout the 
nation? 
ARNDT ASSOCIATES, INC. 
550 Camino EI Estero Monterey, CA 93940 
408-373-4477 
Sam McLeod Tom Flem ing 
C" _I ~ ~ -- '1 Just A Short V ~ "" 
tUSTI¢ 
tQQsr[~ 
"A Menu that's Somethi"g to Crow Abola!" 
Try Our Luncheon Specialties! 
Seafood. sandwiches, salads, daily spt.'Ciais and more .. 
priced right and served 11:30 to 2:30 Monday thru Friday 
Dinner (Trv our famous Prime Ribs of &'d!) from 5:00 10 10:30 
nightlv (6 to 10 Sunday) 
Breakfast (Grca t Omelettes!) from 7:30 to 10:30 E\l: rv Morning 
Privah': Dinner Parties for up to 30 !?t-,oplc! 
Cozy full bar/ cock tailloungl' with brick fin:placl' . 
Casual Dining at Comfortable Prices! 
Overlooking Beall/illil wke EI Esleru 






570 Munras Avenue and 
2370 Fremont Blvd., Monterey 
15 
16 
>:: ST. JOHN'S ~. ISC<JP',1 EPISCOPAL CHURCH 
cllunch 375-4463 
Mark Thomas Dri ve & Jossel yn Canyon Rd . 
Monterey 
(A walk away from NPS ) 
SUNDAY 
8:00 a. m. - Holy Communion 
9:15 a.m . - Fami ly Service 
and Sunday School 
11 :00 a.m . - Di vine Worship 
Nursery Care al both the 9:1 5 a.m. and 
11 :00 a.m . Services 
Catholic Worship, Evangelical Te<lchings. 





Family Me mberships 
* $30 for 20 mo e:ie. 
* $50 Jor 4 0 movie. 
* R ellervation p r iorit y 
* 10% di.count on 
YCR., blank tape •• 
acceuorie. 
* B e.t rentol rate. 
* Lorge .elect ion of 
brand ne l" mOllie., 
in cluding 'h e late,' 
releo.e. 
OPEN 7 DAYS 
MON-SAT II AM - 9 PM 
SL:;\'OA l' 11 AM - (J PM 
500 Polk Stree t 
375·9995 
FEATURES ••• _ FEATURES ____ FEATURES _ ... FEATURES ..•. 
COMMUNITY NEWS 
LA MESA VACATION 
BIBLE SCHOOL 
Time is fast approaching for Sum-
mer Vacation Bible School at La Mesa 
School. Children pre-Kindergarten 
through Middle School ages will enjoy 
going to "Sonrise Island", a place to 
learn Bible stories, songs, fun activities 
and share in Christian Fellowship. 
Vacation Bible School will be held 
July 22-26 at the school from 9:00 to 
noon. The cost of $2.00 per child 
($6.00 maximum per family) covers 
supplies and daily nutritious snacks. 
Please have your children pre-regis-
tered at either the Catholic or Protes-
tant Chapels at NPS on July 13114 or 
July 20121 . We're looking forward to 
seeing you at Sonrise Island. D 
LA MESA WOMEN'S 
BIBLE STUDY 
The La Mesa Women's Bible Study 
would like to take this opportunity to 
welcome all of the new ladies who have 
just moved into the NPS community. 
Perhaps you will consider being a part 
of our study groups that are held every 
Thursday morning in homes through-
out La Mesa. We are interdenomina-
tional and open to all women of the 
NPS community with the express pur-
pose of encouraging those who partici-
pate in their spiritual growth and com-
mitment through Bible study. Approxi-
mately 100 ladies are currently en-
rolled in these studies and anyone of 
them would share that being a part of 
CARPET REMNANTS 
Good Selection 
Fast Friendly Service 
Family Owned and Operated 
FREE 3/8" FOAM PAD 
To Military with Remnants 
Full Service Floor and Window Coverings. 
Remnants & Rolls . Ready- made Draperies 
1275 10th St. 
Monterey, CA 93940 Tel. (408) 373· 7759 
, 
FEATURES .... FEATURES .... 
this program has been a blessing in 
her life. 
The summer program will be a bit 
different from the regular weekly Bible 
studies that are offered each quarter. 
Beginning August 1 st, the film series 
"His Stubborn Love" by Joyce Landor! 
will be shown for 6 consecutive weeks 
in the Protestant Chapel at 9:45 a.m. 
Joyce Landor! is one of the uniquely 
gifted communicators of our time. In 
these films, she conveys Biblical prin-
ciples that can assist women today as 
they deal with such situations as bro-
ken relationships, suffering, renewal of 
self-esteem and other areas that con-
cern most of us at one time or another. 
It is assured that you will be richly 
blessed by your attendance in this ex-
citing event. Child care will be available 
for the entire summer film series. For 
more information concerning the Bible 
study program and the film series, 
please call Margaret Gormly at 373-
5451. [J 




With This C~u.pon 
Over 500 BoCts in Stock 
San Carfos 6tw. 5tFt & 6tr1 
Carmef-!Jy-tfte-Sea 
10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. d"aio/ 
(408) 625-3704 
Bay Pet Hospital 
220 I Fremont Blvd. 
Monterey, California 
375-2436 
Marina Pet Hospital 
358 Reservation Road 
Marina, California 
384-6055 
From Salinas 758-2032 
Office Hours 
Weekdays 8-5:30 





Call Toll Free 
\-800-33'+-0854 
X 83\ 
Charlotte. Ron and Mary Kay - A retired militllry family proviuing per,onal and 
professional guidance in relocating to the Wa,h. D.C. - Maryland - Virginia areas. 
Call or write for your FREE relocation package . 
Long & Foster Rea ltor, - P.O. Box 549 - Bowie. MD 20715 
(800) 334-0854 Ext. 831 or (30 I) 721-2626 Collect 
[B Nationwide Relocation Service 
II A ' , 
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FOLK ART FESTIVAL 
The tarantella, fandango, gavotte, 
mazurka, the Highland Fling with 
appropriate music for entertainment; 
spanakopita, lumpia, pizza, won ton for 
refreshment. 
These are some of the attractions 
being planned for the Folk Art Festival , 
to be held Sunday, August 11 , from 
noon to 5 o'clock at the Monterey 
Peninsula Museum of Art, 559 Pacific 
Street. It will highlight the three-month-
long exhibition of the museum's collec-
tion offolk art in the Frank Work gallery. 
The Parade of Nations, representing 
some 30 different nationalities, is 
cooperating with the museum associa-
tion and the Jesters in sponsoring the 
festival. 
Proceeds from the sale of interna-
tional foods and folk art items from the 
museum's gift shop will go towards the 
Museum on Wheels, which by van 
brings art to outlying schools in three 
counties. 
Mrs. Harold Compton is general 
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On All Services 
Free Consultations 
California Styles 
529 Ughthouse, Monterey 
373-7746 
ANTIQUES SHOW & SALE 
Diane Arman admires herb drying rack (circa 1885) with New York stoneware pitcher 
(circa 1830) in foreground during the St. Mary's-by-the-Sea Antiques Show and Sale. 
This year their 28th annual antiques show will be held July 12, 13 and 14, with lectures 
on Oriental Folk Art Friday; and on Baskets, Our First Folk Art Saturday at 2 p.m, 
The exhbits will be open from 11 a.m. to 6 p. rn. and on Sunday from noon until 5 
p.rn. Luncheon or Sunday Brunch and mid-afternoon sandwich platter, fruit plates 
and homemade desserts will be served in the Garden Court of SI. Mary's-by-the-Sea 
Episcopal Church, 12th and Central in Pacific Grove. 
George C, Chobany, CFP 
Certified Financial Planner 
467 Alvarado, Suite 11 
Post Office Box 2406 
Monterey, CA 93940 
American Investors Company -
1275 "A" Street 
Hayward, CA 94541 
Specializing in Mili tary Officers 
& Their Families 
L-__ (408)375-5600 ______________ -l 
'1 ~. bVE NT \.J \\~ 
P,O. Box 51895 
Pac if ic Grove , CA 93950 
GOURMET HIKE 
For a day of serenity, companionship, 
delicious food, exercise and 
breathtaking beauty. 
-LIMITED TO 6 PEOPLE 
-DOOR TO DOOR TRANSPORT 
- FRESHLY PREPARED GOURMET FOOD 
-EXPERIENCED GUIDE 
For Information (408) 649-5330 
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FAMILY FUN 
SCOTTISH FESTIVAL AND 
HIGHLAND GAMES 
This year the 17th annual Scottish Festival and Highland 
Games will move to a new site : the beautiful oak-studded Mon-
terey County Fairgrounds in Monterey. This event which cele-
brates the Scottish tradition will be a week later than usual; on 
Saturday, August 3. 
The day-long family festival is staged each summer by the 
Scottish Society of the Monterey Peninsula as a community 
event benefitting several charitable organizations: the Elks' na-
~1!!!l:..._JI tional cerebral palsy fund, through Monterey BPOE 1285; the 





Parade through downtown Monterey to Custom House Plaza 
where there will be a program: bagpipe band, Highland dancers, 
Scottish Country dancers. 
SUNDAY 
JULY 28 
TWO AFTERNOON PERFORMANCES 
PROGRAM IN BARNYARD 
Parade through the Barnyard Shopping Center, mouth of Carmel 
Valley, and performances by bagpipers and drummers, Highland 




PARADE OF THE CABER IN CARMEL 
Annual procession through downtown Carmel displaying the Bal-
lantine Caber, with bagpipe band , members of the Scottish So-
ciety of the Monterey Peninsula. Beginning in Devendorf Park 
with a program (featuring singer Alex Beaton) , then marching 
down Ocean to lincoln, back up Ocean to San Carlos and south 
to the Red lion tavern. 
SATURDAY 
AUGUST 3 
10:00 A_M_ - 4:00 P.M. 
17th ANNUAL SCOTTISH FESTIVAL 
AND HIGHLAND GAMES 





Traditional Scottish parfy, with dancing to live music, Scottish 
entertainment, Scottish Country Dancing. Monterey Room, Mon-
terey County Fairgrounds. 
lege; and several Peninsula and Salinas youth groups. 
The Fairgrounds, on Fairgrounds Road, provide a perfect set-
ting for the traditional athletic contests - tossing the caber, put-
ting the stone, throwing the hammer - and less structured games 
such as tug-of-war. 
It also is ideal for the colorful Scottish arts competitions: bag-
pipe band, ensemble and individual piping and drumming under 
the trees; Highland and Irish dancing on the Outdoor Stage; and 
the drum major contest. Entrants come from all over to participate 
from the cash prizes, trophies and medals awarded. 
This year there will be a big variety show in Pattee Arena, 
with Scottish baritone singer Alex Beaton, the massed bagpipe 
bands and other performances. 
In addition there will be the usual colorful clan tents, each with 
its ancestral links and information; a selection of the Scottish 
goods sold in import stores from across the state; Scottish Coun-
try Dancing on the green for all ; British and American food for 
sale, and the Oakwoods Restaurant will be open. 
The big Scottish party, the ceilidh (said kay-lee) will follow the 
Festival and Games in the Fairgrounds' Monterey Room, begin-
ning at 8:30 p.m. 
Tickets: 
$7.00 General Admission 
$5.00 Military and Students with 10 
Children 6 and under, free 
Ticket vendors: 
Abinante's, Monterey 
Elks lodge, Monterey 
Scottish Shop, Carmel 
Scotch House, Barnyard 
Bookworks, Pacific Grove 
Stewart's Gifts, Salinas 
Ceilidh tickets will be one sale at the headquarters tent at the 
Festival and Games. Tickets to the big Grandstand show during 
the Games will be sold at the gates and at Pattee Arena, WHilE 
THEY LAST ... Plenty of parking is available around the Fair-
grounds. 
Chieftain of the Festival and Games is Roderick D. Mackay of Del Rey 
Oaks, assisted by a comittee from the Scottish Society. President of the 
Society is Douglas A. Graham of Carm... 0 
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Stormy Weather 
by Ann Malokas 
Our family is trying something differ-
ent this year on the vacation front. 
We've decided to listen to the children, 
and do it their way. No more cathedrals 
to bore them; no more artifacts that 
have stood the test of centuries but 
almost didn 't stand the exuberance of 
a three-year-old; no more guided tours. 
It is with genuine anticipation that we 
begin our experiment in exploring the 
drinking fountains and bathrooms from 
coast to coast. 
My husband and I must brag about 
our children; they are three awfully avid 
tourist types. We think it's a genetic 
thing. Their parents are real travel nuts, 
aided and abetted by this military lifes-
tyle that is continually plopping us 
down in unfamiliar territory with new 
places to explore and new road mar-
kers to read . 
When the children were born, we 
were delighted that a cooperative baby 
industry made travel possible, even 
with the tiniest infant. There are those 
people who applaud the coming of 
computers and perma-press fatigues; 
my vote for the breakthrough of the 
century goes to baby throwaways that 
make everything disposable but the 
child and baby toting devices to make 
little ones portable through many 
stages of development. 
Unfortunately, none of this prepared 
us for the day when a child demands 
more than a glimpse from the pack-
apoose or a glance from the stroller. 
The little dears are ready for hands-on 
experiences - wow, the things they 
want to put their hands on! 
As know-it-all new parents, this 
stage didn't throw us at first. We even 
looked forward to legitimately indulging 
our own passion for petting zoos and 
amusement parks while providing in-
teresting travel experiences for our 
offspring. 
Good Grief! Were we off base! 
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Tourist-wise, the children have gotten 
into the spirit of the thing, it's true. But 
the travel bug is appearing in a strange 
new mutation in their generation. Their 
idea of a terrific trip couldn't be more 
different than our own. 
It quickly became obvious that mere 
elephants could not compete with the 
children's love for water fountains. 
What chance did tiger kittens have 
compared to the bubbler next to their 
cage? The zebras get only a passing 
peek as the children rush to assuage 
their terminal thirst - the result of not 
seeing a source of running water for 
4 '/2 minutes. 
Dennis the Menace Park right down 
the street from us is a real gem of a 
place with play equipment to challenge 
childish muscles and imaginations. 
Take a quick survey some day to see 
how much time the children play on 
the train or the plane or the slides and 
how much time they spend sticking 
their heads in the jaws of the lion-
shaped water fountain to get a much-
needed swig. Surprise! 
We once went to one of those won-
derful theme parks, one so large that 
it took the navigational skills of a 
seven-year-old to hit the high points in 
our allotted hours. Did our enthusiastic 
map reader seek out the quickest 
routes to favorite rides? Eventually-
after he had circled every water foun-
tain. 
It was on this very trip that my hus-
band and I tried to take a firm stand 
against this kind of behavior. That was 
before we had shelled out countless 
dollars for fruit drinks in miniscule plas-
tic fruit-shaped containers . Finally, our 
firm stand sagged until we welcomed 
their fountain fetish as the lesser (and 
cheaper) evil. 
The less-informed among us might 
assume that excessive interest in pub-
lic restrooms of every shape and size 
would be the result of the fondness for 
fountains. Wrong again. As the mother 
of three restroom groupies, I assure 
you the usual physical functions have 
little to do with it. What makes it impera-
tive for them to case comfort stations 
is the need to know whether there are 
paper towels or electric hand dryers. 
The children are ever alert for the stall 
door they can lock, but not unlock, al-
lowing them to see if the space be-
tween floor and door can be squeezed 
through. The children speak with au-
thority on the merits of flip-top trash 
cans as opposed ot built-in-the-wall 
models and will point out that Charmin-
like tissue is softer but individual 
freezer paper-like rectangles are 
dandy for polishing their new rock col-
lection. The kinds of water spigots is 
positively mind boggling and requires 
exhaustive study. Need I say which 
children are the all-time champs at dis-
covering which toilet will overflow on 
the fourth flush? 
The natural consequences of their 
liquid diet? That only happens when 
we're 45 miles from the nearest ser-
vices, in the middle of the desert with-
out even a decent bush to squat be-
hind. I might be oversimplifying a bit to 
imply that my children notice only foun-
tains and potties. I tend to forget (on 
purpose) the breath-taking vistas we 
drive miles to find, when the only thing 
that keeps the children breathless is 
the fight over the single telescope 
gizmo that we never have coins to op-
erate anyway. 
We have delved into history books 
before scouting historical landmarks, 
only to have the past ignored for a 
1980's vending machine. (One with an 
"out of order" sign really challenges 
their gambling instincts.) 
We have scheduled entire 
• 
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weekends to let the children see a 
movie appropriate to their ages and 
interests. They spend two hours with 
backs to the screen, watching the pro-
jection room or the popcorn machine. 
We have looked into child-oriented 
museums. If only the museum folks 
would follow up on a child 's inborn de-
sire to race the elevator or go up the 
down escalators, totally ignoring the 
especially-for-children displays just in-
ches away. 
I predict a whole new dimension in 
family travel , for the "Malokas Five", 
anyway. This year the toilets of the Te-
tons , the bubblers of Bryce Canyon. 
Tomorrow? Who knows? Maybe the 
plumbing of Europe, or the Far East. 
And I won't for a minute overlook the 
local wonders of this dandy tourist 
haven where we are living. Surely 
there are sigificant water fountains on 
Cannery Row, powder rooms of conse-
quence in our own town, great movie 
projectors in our own neighborhood, 
wonderful elevators in ... 
Hope to see you there! 0 
Lunch Served 11·4 p.m. 








". Our Famous $395 
,..\\.'lo Antipasto Salad and Fruil Bar Luncheon 
C&" £,Il\ Italian Buffet With Antipasto Salad $485 
and Fruit Bar Served II: 15 to 2 p.m. 
Or Selec:t From 0.,. Complete Uin(:heon Menll Sen'eeI Monday Thru Sahlrday 11 :15 A.M. To 4:00 P.M. 
Sunday Champagne Brunch Buffet 
AlI-You·Can·Ealltalian HOi Entrees $895 
Antipasto Salad Bar, Fresh Fruit and Desse rt Bar OtIldru under 12, SU S 
2030 FREMONT ST .• MONTEREY • 646-0100 
Near Naval Postgraduate School & Monterey Fai rgrounds 




Because honey is acid, it wi ll help 
rid your face of blemishes and black-
heads. Apply a little honey to your face 
in an upward revolving motion. Then 
pat face with your fingertips. The honey 
softens the oil in your skin and the tap-
ping will draw it out. Rinse your face 
with tepid water. 
Egg Facial 
(dates back to Cleopatra) 
To one egg add one teaspoon of 
honey and one tablespoon of milk. 
Beat the three ingredients. Apply the 
mixture to the face and allow it to hard-
en. Remove the egg mask with warm 
water, followed by cold. 
Avocados 
For puffy eyes slice an avocado into 
quarter-inch crescents . .. and lie down 
for 20 minutes in a dark room with a 
slice of avocado under each eye. 
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by the CLASSMATE Galloping Gourmet 
If you need just a bite to eat to give 
you more energy to "do" Carmel, stop 
at the Patisserie Boissiere on Mission, 
at the edge of Carmel Plaza for tea 
and pastry. These calorie laden de-
lights don't come cheaply, but most 
budgets can be stretched for one, and 
they're so rich that that's all even this 
sweets-lover can handle at one sitting. 
Captain's Cove at 711 Cannery Row 
is a good place to stop for a simple 
meal after a sight-seeing mission. It's 
not a fancy place, so your tourist togs 
will fit in. Their dinners, including many 
seafood choices come with clam chow-
der, a butter lettuce salad and fettucini , 
a hearty, filling meal for a reasonable 
price. They have several children 's 
items as well as an enormous ham-
burger platter. I have also enjoyed their 
"all you can eat" chowder and salad 
menu selection. Try to get a window 
seat, overlooking Cannery Row. 
Ferrante's on top of the Monterey 
Sheraton serves a delightful lunch -
and a priceless view of the city. On 
different occasions we have tried lin-
guini topped with veal and tomato 
sauce, the tomato-onion soup dripping 
with melted cheese, the thick cream of 
zucchini soup, the marinated vegeta-
ble salad with the freshest of vegeta-
bles, spinach salad with raisins and 
pinenuts, a fresh fruit salad with 
banana yoghurt dressing. The cuisine 
is generally northern Italian with a 
heavy accent of local fresh fruits and 
vegetables, but it is a huge menu with 
something for everyone (all delicious, 
well-prepared an nicely presented). It's 
a great place if you 're trying to show 
off our local area to houseguests. 0 
Dear Galloping Gourmet, When it 
gets a little warmer it's a good time to 
go to San Juan Bautista for Mexican 
food at "Jardines". The main dining 
room is under the trees on a large patio 
~4 Dr. Charles R. Linken!'ach, D.D.S. ~f General Dentistry ~. 
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Capt. Linkenbach was formerly the 
Director of the Naval Postgraduate School Dental Department 
1010 Cass St. 
Suite C·1 372-8011 
with strolling Mexican musicians, usu-
ally strumming a guitar and singing 
Latin music. The bar serves delicious 
Pifia Coladas, Marqueritas, etc. avail-
able by the pitcher if memory serves 
me well.The two entrees I remember 
best were the Chimichangea (an extra-
big deep-fired meaty burrito) and the 
Chili Rellenos (2 big six-inch green 
chilies stuffed with cheese sauce cov-
ered with a rich tomato sauce.) The 
atmosphere is pure Mexican patio-
style dining, and the prices are better 
than comparable dining in Monterey. 
To get to "Jardines" drive up Hwy. 1, 
take the cutoff to Hwy. 101 at Cas-
troville. Get on 101 going north toward 
Gilroy. A few miles north you'll come 
upon Hwy. 156 which goes toward Hol-
lister. Within a mile or so are several 
streets going left into the town of San 
Juan Bautista. There is only one main 
street, and "Jardines" is in about the 
center of town behind what looks like 
a garden gate between two small build-
ings. A sign marks the entrance, but 
you have to watch for it. If you have 
the time, the old Spanish Mission of 
San Juan Bautista is worth seeing as 
well. It too, is right on the main street. 
On the street behind the Mission (run-
ning parallel to the main street) is a 
famous Italian restaurant called 
"Catamatoris" (around South Santa 
Clara Valley) . I haven't been there in 
fifteen years so I'll have to pass on 
making any comments other than it 
used to be great. 
Maj. Dave Chandle 
SMC #2450 
• 
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Shopper's Guide 
The July issue has a large offering of 
special discounts and coupons for the 
NPS Community. Welcome to NPS 
and Happy Shopping! 
Bereman Carpets 
Free Carpet Pad 
Broadway Carpets 
Military Discount 





Military Discount & Balloon 
Classic Tours 




50% Off Initial Visit 
Favalora Chiropractic Clinic 
Free Exam with Ad 
Gianni 's Pizza 
$1.00 Off 
House of Brokers Real Estate 
Relocation Allowance 
Long and Foster Realty 
Free Consultation & Relocation Pckl. 





Precision Auto Parts 
Military Discount 
Realtors 
Helpful Advice to Major 
Military Communities 
Red Carpet Realty 
Free Gift Certificate 
Sea-Trek 
$5.00 Discount on Basic Class 
Sewers of Paris 
Free Delivery 
Sizzler's 
$1.00 Off Coupon 
Classmate would like to welcome 
our new advertisers: Classic Tours, 
Sewers of Paris, SI. James Episcopal 
Chu~h . 0 
SPECIAL RATE FOR 
NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL $3900 Single (or Double) 
1400 Del Monte Boule\lud . Seas ide. CA 93955 
14081394·5335 OR , ·800·325·2525 
• 24 ·Hour Restaurant 
• Handicap Facilities 
• Special Executive Suites .... 
• Conference/ Banquet Facilitie. 
• Downtown Monterey - 10 Minutes ~ Sf""" ~DSEArfREE' 
-1 2 & under 
DAYS INN. 
• Swimming Pool 
• Beach 2 Blocks 
MONTEREY DANCE WORKSHOP 
---ADULT CLASSES---
JAZZ • BALLET • AEROBICS 
YOUTH DANCE PROGRAM 
PRE-SCHOOL CREATIVE DANCE • Age 2-5 
CHlLDREN'S BALLET · Age 3-10 
CHLDREN'S JAZZ · Age 6-12 
TEEN JAZZ and BALLET· Age 9-14 
559 TYLER STREET· MONTEREY· 649-0698 
ZACKIT CORP. 
LARGE TECHNICAL 
BOOK SELECTION ' 
I DO-IT-YOURSELF ELECTRONIC HEADQUARTERS I 
SA VI NGS ON ALL fLEG TRONIG NEEDS 
~ 
...-..J 
1193·10TH STREET 375-3144 • I MONTEREY IN .. , 10 H .P.S.) 
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THE ART OF CONVERSATION 
One of the greatest attributes of so-
cial acceptance is the ability to con-
verse. The first thing you must do in 
order to be a good conversationalist is 
to have something to say; and second, 
you must be able to say it well. The 
objective of a conversation is to create 
a personal relationship without tension 
in which thoughts and ideas may be 
exchanged. 
A successful conversation requires 
perceptiveness, mental agility, and 
education and culture or self-educa-
tion . A good conversationalist is a self-
confident person. He or she is always 
a desirable element at any social 
gathering. 
There are certain rules to remember 
concerning conversations: 
DO: 
1. Have something to say and say it 
well. Brief amusing stories, a news 
item, unusual incidents, a t.v. person-
ality - all are conversation starters. 
There is no excuse for not keeping cur-
rent on the mainstreams of life. You 
never know whom you'll be talking to 
or about what. 
2. Be a good listener. A good listener 
is a necessary ingredient to any con-
versation, so never feel shy about 
being a person of few words. You can 
be an interesting quiet person. 
3 . Develop the art of small talk; this 
is pleasant talk about nothing in par-
ticular. 
4 . Learn to remember names and 
faces, nothing will make you more 
popular. You do not like your own 
name forgotten - so do not forget 
another's. If you miss the name on first 
being introduced, you can quite prop-
erly ask for the name to be repeated . 
When you cannot remember a per-
son's name, it is better to admit it and 
say, "I'm sorry, but I will have to ask 
you your name: or "Please tell me your 
name again. " This should be asked 
with poise and no embarrassment. 
5. Put a shy person at his ease by 
getting him to talk about his hobbies, 
pets, children, or other known in-
terests. 
6. Put yourself at ease by thinking of 
the other person. If you have been talk-
ing about your favorite subject with en-
thusiasm and note a dull glaze in the 
other person's eyes, change the sub-
ject. 
7. As a host or hostess, act as mod-
erator and intervene in a monologue, 
a "dead" group, or a controversial dis-
cussion, by changing the subject. 
8. Talk in a moderate tone of voice. 
Words should be enunciated clearly, 
in a pleasant tone which is pitched 
neither too high nor too low. You can 
control your voice by breathing from 
the diaphragm and developing a range 
in tone which will improve both your 
voice and your conversational appeal . 
9. Keep your eyes and ears open -
and, occasionally, your mouth shut. 
Poise in conversation includes the abil-
ity to time a conversation - to know 
when to talk and when to be silent. 
10. Be complimentary ... There is al-
ways something one can find that will 
stimulate a compliment. If you are on 
the receiving end of the compliment, 
always accept it gracefully. 
DO NOT: 
1. Be harsh or vulgar. No matter how 
intelligent you are, if you "pepper" your 
speech with grammatical errors, swear 
words, or too much slang, you will 
make a bad impression. People will not 
perceive the depth of your conversa-
tion or intelligence, they will only hear 
WASHINGTON DC BOUND? 
Our Northern Virginia Relocation Packet contains the following, and more: 
• New & Resale Homes • Schools • Transportation • Taxes 
• All Financing .Maps .Recreation & Sports • Rentals 
Adrienne Diffenbaucher 
Member - Million Dollar Club 
Top Producer of Coryell & Tucker 
For your free copy, please call COLLECT 703/569-9883 and 
ask for Adrienne Diffenbaucher, or mail the coupon below to : 
~\~ CORVO,l &. ruCKEJt REAlTY INC. \(1. 5803 Rolling Rd ., Suite 215 Springfield, VA. 22152 A TIN : A. Diffenbaucher NAME _____________________ PHONE ______ _ ADDRESS ______________________________ __ CITY ______________ STATE _______ ZIP ____ __ 
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your harshness and vulgarity. 
2. Gossip. Do not criticize or initiate 
juicy gossip. Do not say anything about 
a person that you would not want him 
to hear. If you know something scur-
rilous or just mildly scandalous, save 
it for a private ' talk with your spouse. 
Do not ask someone to confirm a rumor 
that you have heard. 
3. Talk business at a social gathering. 
If you are asked about business, be 
able to talk about it with a light touch. 
4. Substitute sarcasm or rid icule for 
wit. Do not ridicule or laugh at an unfor-
tunate remark, or tell an amusing story 
to the discredit of anyone. 
5. Interrupt, contradict, or openly dis-
agree with others. You can disagree 
in your mind completely and can ex-
press the disagreement in conversa-
tion with a group by using tact. An ef-
fective way to disagree is to make no 
comment at all - or to make a round-
about comment which tends to veer 
the conversation away from the offen-
sive statement without being obvious 
about it. When you feel you must show 
that you are not of the same opinion, 
do so without an emotional discussion, 
"Look, I don't agree with what you have 
just said, but a pleasant party like this 
is really no place to carry on this dis-
cussion. Why don't we change the sub-
ject?" 
6. Monopolize any conversation . As 
mentioned before, a good conver-
sationalist is always a considerate one. 
He knows when to talk and when to 
be silent. An incessant chatterer will 
soon exhaust his listeners. No 
monologue is of interest - except pos-
sibly to your self. Do not talk endlessly; 
silence, at times is golden. 
7. Talk over anyone's head or "talk 
down" to anyone. Do not show some-
one up with your superior knowledge 
on a subject. If you come forth with 
facts, figures, and superior knowledge, 
you are putting down the other person, 
an unnecessary and cruel act. 
8. "Be greasy"; insincere flattery is un-
welcome. It is an insult to express more 
interest in a subject than common 
courtesy allows. 
9. Allow a guest to be stranded with 
a conversational bore. 
10. "Clam up". A shy guest is a burden 
to a host, who therefore must force 
conversation. There are numerous 
things one can talk about. Be well in-
formed and talk about interests, hob-
bies, etc. 
11 . Exclude anyone from a conversa-
tional group. You can steer thoughts 
and ideas into conversational channels 
so no one will feel left out. 
12. Give the state of your health when 
someone says, "How are you?" This is 
simply a polite expression, generally 
used in greeting or "small talk". Simply 
answer, "fine, thank you" because that 
is the only answer the person wants. 
13. Get things off your chest that have 
been bothering you all day. There is 
nothing that turns off someone more 
quickly than to be confronted in a social 
situation by someone saying, "You just 
wouldn't believe what happened to me 
today. Just let me tell you. " Never over-
dramatize small incidents in your life. 
14. Tell off-colored stories or dirty 
jokes. A person who gets attention by 
doing this is also telling the world he 
or she is a very insecure person, trying 
to gain attention. 
15. Tell a tasteless ethnic joke in any 
group because there may very possi-
bly be someone of that nationality pre-
sent. 
16. Never ask a person's age. Elderly 
people do not enjoy being considered 
decrepit, neither do young people want 
to feel immature or inadequate. Both 
the very young and the very old are 
frequently sensitive about their ages. 
In other words, one should be sensi-
tive to who is in the group, and help 
interweave the topics of conversations 
into subjects that are of general in-
terest to the group, ones that will not 
depress or upset anyone, and ones 
that stay far afield from people's 
troubles and anxieties. Conversations 
should progress without rancor or 
overemotional ism. 
The preceding article is entirely composed of 
direct quotes and information from the following 
references: THE AMY VANDERBIL T COM-
PLETE BOOK OF ETIQUETTE and SERVICE 
ETIQUETTE. 0 
DR. JEFFREY FOUNTAIN 
Doctor of Chiropractic 
Holistic Health Care for the Entire Family 
50% O FF INITIAL VISIT 
Consultation, Examination, and X-rays (if needed) 
TO ALL MILITARY 
1077 Cass Street 
Monterey, Califo rn ia 93940 
408-373-5636 
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THE WISEST TRIP I EVER MADE 
Our daily routine suddenly became 
interrupted by statues. Mollie would 
shriek, "Don't sit there, Mommy, the 
statues will get you." "I can't go into 
the bathroom," she'd whine, "the 
statues are in there." Even our sleep 
was interrupted with her fretful cries of, 
"The statues, the statues." 
When my two-and-a-half-year-old 
daughter, Mollie, developed a fear of 
statues I was very perplexed. Where 
had this phobia originated, I wondered. 
Mollie insisted these frightening 
statues were from television. "Ernie 
statues," she explained, "from Sesame 
Street." Fortunately, this program airs 
twice daily in our area, and I saw the 
"statue segment" that afternoon. 
by Caryn Mears 
The theme to the small play was cen-
tered around an Egyptian mummy-
type statue. Ernie and Bert were 
exploring the tomb. When Bert de-
parted to do more exploring, the statue 
that was in Ernie's image, began to 
sing and dance with Ernie. When Bert 
entered the chamber, the figure was 
still. It was very frustrating for Ernie, 
as Bert did not believe that the statue 
was singing and dancing. Thus was 
born in Mollie's eyes, the Ernie statues. 
I knew children of this particular age 
often develop phobias and have vivid 
imaginations. (After all, I had lived with 
my sister's imaginary friend "Caspar 
the Ghost" for quite some time as a 
child.) Now I also knew the source of 
my daughter's fears. But the challenge 
was to figure out how to eliminate those 
fears. 
First I tried to sweep the statues out 
of the house with a broom, but my two-
year-old insisted the statues still re-
mained in our midst. Then I attempted 
to convince her that a spray atomizer 
would disintegrate the statues. But 
this, my wise child, decided must be a 
con job! Finally, I put a special night 
light on in her room, explaining in detail 
that the statues would truly leave. Mol-
lie, however, soon developed a fear of 
the shadows in her room in addition to 
the ever-present statues! 
One day an idea propelled me into 
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gathered all the statues, and method-
ically lifted each one into the car. (The 
one Ernie statue had managed to turn 
himself into a multitude of different 
types of statues.) We safely buckled 
all the statues into our van and pre-
pared to take the statues where they 
belonged. 
We drove to Longs Drug store and 
unbuckled all of our charges. Then we 
escorted them, of course holding their 
imaginary hands, up to the doors. 
Together, Mallie and I lifted all the 
statues into the shopping cart. We 
strolled around the aisles, looking for 
the perfect place for statues to live. 
Our destination turned out to be the 
figurine shelf! (After all, they are 
statues!) 
Guiding Mollie, my pudgy two-and-
a-half-year-old , we carefully rear-
ranged the porcelain figurines , making 
room for our statues. As we placed the 
imaginary figures on the shelf, I praised 
Mollie for being so brave and helpful. 
These statues had ruled our life for 
quite some time, and to actually put 
them on the shelf was quite courage-
ous of my wee lass. 
I was secretly praising myself for my 
resourcefulness! This preposterous 
idea had to work ; the statues were driv-
ing me crazy. Joyously we bid adieu 
to the statues and hurried home. 
As we entered the door, Mollie an-
nounced, "Mommy, we forgot that baby 
one over there ." I nearly fainted . Had 
all my resourcefulness gone down the 
tubes? 
Well , for some reason the baby 
statue never materialized. Having an 
adult accept her fear and deal with it 
realistically, allowed Mollie the respect 
to gracefully accept reality. A trusting 
relationship was solidified. Mollie 
knows that I will believe her, even 
though Bert didn 't believe Ernie. Now, 
helping our second child through this 
stage will be an easier task . 
The trip was short, not even five 
miles round trip, but it held a world of 
experience for me. I'm not sure who 
the travel agent was, nor where the 
ticket came from, I'm just very glad we 
went! D 
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FOLLOWING THE SHIP 
A few years ago I got the opportunity 
that most Navy wives wait for: that of 
going overseas and following the ship 
from port to port. The romance of flying 
over and meeting your husband, after 
months of separation, in an exotic city 
is something we all dream about. The 
only thing that is not included in that 
dream is taking an eight-month-old and 
your mother along with you. You heard 
me folks, my mother! Now most grand-
mothers would be content to stay at 
home and watch the baby, giving the 
two parents a break. NOT MY 
MOTHER! When she found out we 
would be going to the shoppers' 
paradise of Hong Kong, China and the 
Philippines, she started her lists and 
located her track shoes. Actually, tak-
ing someone along when traveling with 
a crawling child is NOT a bad idea! We 
were flying to Hong Kong via the Philip-
pines and it is a VERY LONG TRIP!! 
(Made even longer when you can't get 
to sleep because of someone else's 
screaming child. My child was perfect, 
of course!) My mother was able to help 
me feed, change and amuse my young 
one and also watched him for me while 
I stretched and walked around a bit. 
Once we arrived it was nice to have 
help getting all the baby paraphernalia 
off the plane and getting through cus-
toms and to the hotel. 
THE RESTORATION STATION 
by Ashlie Counts-Jenkins 
The ship was supposed to be in by 
the time we arrived and my husband 
and my trio were supposed to rendezv-
ous at the hotel. Naturally, he was late 
and we were all settled in by the time 
he arrived. We initially stayed at the 
Hilton on the Hong Kong side, but Ron 
was able to get less expensive ac-
commdations through the embassy at 
the Sheraton on the Kowloon side. 
We had adjoining rooms with my 
mother and had no trouble getting a 
crib and things for baby. Ron's ship 
had just come from Subic and he was 
able to go to the commissary there and 
buy diapers, baby food, wipes , formula 
and such. (His stateroom looked like 
a baby black market!) This was really 
a help in lightening my luggage. (I was 
already strapped with my carry-on lug-
gage, a stroller, a baby bag bursting 
at the seams, and of course, the baby!) 
The time spent in Hong Kong was 
really great! Go if you get a chance! 
During the day shopping was the main 
attraction, with some sightseeing along 
the way, and at night we tried all differ-
ent types of cuisine. Hong Kong is truly 
an international city and just about any-
thing can be found there in almost any 
sphere. Most of the nights, my mother 
(bless her) stayed in with our son, while 
we thoroughly enjoyed ourselves. The 
few nights that we all went out were 
Antique Restoration. Commercial & Residential 





really fun, and to this day our son loves 
Chinese food! 
After the ship (and dear old hubby) 
left on its way to Subic again, we 
stayed in Hong Kong and finished up 
some shopping. (Actually, I think we 
forgot that we didn't have a ship to fill 
anymore and went slightly berserk. 
You don't really know the challenge of 
packing until you've tried to pack a set 
of dishes for twelve and several more 
great bargains into an already over-
flowing suitcase!) 
We also took a day trip into China, 
which was "altogether in itself"! We 
took a bus from the hotel to a spot 
close to a train station on the Kowloon 
side of the border (in the New Ter-
ritories) . We walked up a hill to the train 
station and waited for a train . (Keep in 
mind that my mother and I are carting 
a stroller, baby bag, baby and purses 
during all thiS!) The train finally came 
(I think from about 1922 or so) and we 
loaded ourselves. The train was 
packed with Chinese and there were 
no seats anywhere, but one VERY kind 
Chinese gentleman took pity on these 
crazy round-eye ladies and let us have 
his seat. The train ride lasted all of ten 
minutes and we were in CHINA! After 
going through customs there, we 
trooped out to another bus and were 
shown the "modern" living of China. 
The really memorable highlight of 
the whole thing happened when we 
were in the one store that was allowed 
to tourists . I had my son in his stroller 
(his name is Rod, by the way) and he 
was enjoying himself and had the 
proverbial pacifier plugged in. While I 
was looking at the counters he had 
drawn a crowd of 10 to 15 people 
around him who had never seen a 
round-eye baby before. (No other 
mothers had been crazy enough to 
bring a baby with them!) They were 
baffled by the pacifier plugged in his 
mouth and I tried to explain through an 
• 
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interpreter what the purpose of the 
pacifier was (to keep baby quiet and 
satisfy the sucking instinct) but 
everyone just laughed, smiled and 
touched the baby. All that day visiting 
China everyone wanted to touch or 
hold the poor child . (Actually, Rod 
loved the attention and really enjoyed 
himself. I think he was bored when he 
returned to just Mom and Grand-
mother!) 
After we returned to Hong Kong we 
readied ourselves for the next jaunt of 
the journey to Manila and then on to 
Subic Bay. The teeming throng of 
people at the airport was really a sur-
prise to me. We had a car meet us that 
had come from Subic and rode for what 
seemed forever (a few hours) back to 
Subic. We got in late at night and 
stayed at what is considered a nice 
hotel over there. To say it left much to 
be desired would be giving it a much 
better review than it deserves. I do not 
recommend going to Subic with an 
eight-month-old! Sanitation is a prob-
lem and getting around with the baby 
can really be a hassle. As a matter of 
fact, I am sure I don't want to go back 
to the Philippines unless I just have to 
go. Ron (the hubby) had much more 
work to do on the ship than in Hong 
Kong and the night life in Olongapo is 
not family oriented, if you get my drift. 
It was nice to go there and see what 
life is like, but it reminds me of Mexico 
and I don't have to go through so much 
to get there. 
After three weeks of travel , I was 
ready to go home. I'd spent all of my 
money and quite a bit of my energy 
and was ready to resume the normal 
(?) living of a Navy wife. You know, 
just sitting at home eating bonbons and 
reading trashy novels. Really, I didn't 
mind coming home to dishes and dust. 
I knew in a month Ron would be home 
and I needed that time to get the house 
clean! 
If you get the chance to follow the 
ship on a deployment with children or 
without, take it! It doesn't always work 
out that you can go but when you can 
it is worth it. Besides,. I can't think of a 
better way to break up deployment 
blues, can you? D 
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by Pam Bonsper 
Time again to pull out the baskets, 
Fill them with forks and paper cups, 
Time to stock up on cheese and 
crackers, 
Cokes and Crushes and 7 -Ups. 
Stuff the shelves with crunchies and 
munchies, 
Fill them full of liver pate, 
Line the pantry with catsup and 
pickles, 
Force the fridge to freeze one more 
tray ! 
Time again to drag out the steam 
trunks, 
Fill them with frisbees and footballs 
and kites, 
Shovels and pails and mackintosh 
jackets, 
Flip-flops and clip-clops and lanterns 
and lights. 
Put up a bookshelf in back of the 
mudroom, 
Stack it with towels and cutoff 
bluejeans, 
Take the tools from out of the toolbox, 
Fill it with cans of oven-baked beans. 
Time again to clean out the bathroom, 
Using the wintertime potions no more. 
Cram the cabinet instead full of bug 
spray, 
Quik-tan and sunscreen and lotions 
galore. 
Stuff into boxes the leggings and 
flannels, 
Woolens and mothballs and mufflers 
and mitts. 
Dig out the shorts and wee little 
swimsuit, 
Hoping to Heaven this year that it fits! 
Time again to rip up the carpets, 
Flea season starts with one happy 
bug. 
Dig through the mountains of stuff in 
the attic 
For Grandma's old hand-braided rag 
picker rug . 
Pack up the sleds and tie up the ski 
things, 
Haul down the wagons, skateboards 
and trikes, 
Blow up the rafts and wax up the 
surfboards, 
Oil the gears on the mopeds and 
bikes. 
Clear out the backyard of snowmobile 
spare parts, 
Get out the chaises and patio gear, 
Set out some tea bags to brew in a 
pitcher, 
Fill up the cooler with soft drinks and 
beer. 
Time again to take off the storm doors, 
Put on the screens for the heat of high 
noon. 
Summertime's here and I think we're 
all ready ... 
Ready and waiting ... Thank 
goodness it's June! 0 
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serving the service for over 33 years. 
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WHO SAID CAMPING? 
by Joyce Mansell Glover 
Summer is here; camping season, 
but will we rough il on our way to, even 
Disneyland? Not on your life! after 
traveling across country in a camper-
truck designed for two people but con-
taining two large and three small per-
sons, the very idea blows me away. 
"California or Bust" being our motto, 
we set out with our RV resort and 
campground guide and quickly learned 
to look for those sights listed with five 
stars. I'll never know how the site in 
Ft. Stockton, Texas got its rating, but 
the four star site in Holbrook, Arizona 
is wonderful! They cook whole wheat 
pancakes for breakfast and hambur-
gers for supper FOR YOU at a minimal 
cost ... ahh! 
Another prized possession was an 
extensive first-aid kit containing every-
thing from Band-Aids to eye patches, 
arm slings and a snakebite kit. Our sec-
ond child, Grey, was set up as lookout 
for crawling creatures great or small. 
He couldn't therefore, be held respon-
sible for the bee that stung Mom in 
Ohio - it flew. Not to worry, yes, I even 
had bee-sting medicine which was, for-
tunately, the only medical supply 
needed on the road. 
Every night the road-weary travelers 
had to remove the three car seats to 
the front and pull everything piled up 
on the bed down to the bench seats in 
the back in order to slide the bed into 
its queen-size position. This was built 
to lie on lengthwise but I insisted on 
the cramped crosswise method to 
keep our 18-month-old from falling . In 
the dark quarters we always knew 
exactly where our little guy was how-
ever, by the periodic shriek, "Brian, lay 
down!" 
Visiting family along the way offered 
welcome relief and they all have my 
fingernail imprints on their doorjambs 
to prove it. Grey wouldn't settle for, 
"Just one more day," as he dragged 
me from the houses. 
Me? Go camping! This summer? I 
appreciate all those who love to get 
out in the fresh air and "get back to 
nature". I love nature too but I really 
believe the very best way to enjoy na-
ture is to view it from my dining room 
table. 
I have found that my idea of camping 
consists of roomy hotels, clean show-
ers and restaurants - nothing fancy 
mind you. My daughter, Meredith, 
summed it up best when during our 
trip here we chose a lovely restaurant 
(including a tablecloth and water gob-
lets) for an evening meals in Arizona. 
She looked at me and said with a sigh, 
"There's nothing like camping is there 
Mom?" 0 
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YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK 
Yosemite National Park, only a four-
hour drive from Monterey, is compara-
ble in beauty and majesty to the Grand 
Canyon. Be sure to visit Yosemite 
while you are here. It's beauty will cap-
tivate any visitor no matter how young 
or old. There is something for everyone 
to do! You could easily spend three 
days in Yosemite and not see all of the 
Valley Floor and "upper ridges". But 
even if you can only stay for a weekend 
it's definitely worth the trip. 
Even with our two small children we 
were able to cover a lot of ground. 
There are bicycles, with child carriers , 
for rent. So if you are not up to a lot of 
walking, you can still get around the 
32 
by Lynne Tungett 
Park and not be in the car all the time. 
There are also trails for horseback rid-
ing. You can take day-long mule trips 
rent horses by the hour, or even sad-
dle-up your children on ponies who 
seemed to know when the one-hour 
rental time was about over. They would 
start to trot, then turn their heads and 
try to turn back, no matter how hard 
you tugged on the reins. The kids loved 
it, even if we didn't make it to Mirror 
Lake, our goal for that day. If you are 
really adventuresome, there is rubber 
raft riding down one of the calmer riv-
ers. The Park also offers tram bus tours 
around the park (if you want someone 
else to do the driving). 
We visited Yosemite in late May 
when the falls are known to be the full-
est. The water cascaded over the cliff's 
edge with such force you can't imagine 
where it's coming from. We walked to 
the base of Bridal Veil Falls where the 
spraying mist soaked you even before 
the water reached the ground. The 
melting snow, falling to fill the icy cold 
creeks below, makes the falls so large 
you can see them hundreds of feet 
away. 
If at all possible try to reserve'lodging 
in the Park. There are plans to limit 
visitors, but if you are staying in the 
Park you are guaranteed entrance. But 
reservations need to be made far in 
advance. There are campsites for your 
own tents or campers. There are 
"housekeeping" tent campsites, which 
are semi-permanent tents of the 
Park's. They have cabins and, for the 
urban camper, there are two hotels, 
one of which has a beautiful swimming 
pool. Anyone can use the pool for a 
small fee. Coming from Monterey I 
didn't think to bring bathing suits, but 
wish I had. The weather was warm and 
sunny when we were there. 
If you do not plan to prepare all your 
meals while you are there, there are a 
variety of eating establishments. The 
eateries include snack bars, cafeteria 
service for breakfast,lunch, and dinner, 
and nice dining rooms. There is also 
a Park grocery store which is well-
stocked in case you forget something, 
run low on supplies, or lose the 
foodstuffs to the bears. (We didn't see 
any, but supposedly they are quite 
common in Yosemite.) 
Regardless of where you eat or de-
cide to stay, Yosemite is a must for 
anyone who appreciates Nature's nat-
ural beauty. Be sure to take your cam-
era and capture Yosemite's ever-
changing landscape on film, or, if 
you're as good as photographer as I 
am, just buy lots of postcards! 0 
GOOD BOOKS 
FOR BABIES 
Books with Stiff Pages and 
Bright Pictures 
Baby Bear Books (set) 
Eric Hill 
Word Fun 
Grosset & Dunlap, Inc. 
Friendly Pets 
Grosset & Dunlap, Inc. 
The Train, The Bear, The Cow, The 
Crane 





Baby Farm Animals 
Garth Williams 
Baby's First Book 
Garth Williams 
I Can, Can You? 
Peggy Parrish & Marilyn Hafser 







Anne & Harlow Rockwell 
On Mother's Lap (new sibling) 
Ann Herbert Scott 
The Car Trip 
Helen Oxen bury 






Martha Whitmore Hickman 
Applebet 
Clyde Watson 
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"Everything she touches turns 10 SOLD ... " 
Professional Realty Corpora-
tion is extrememly pleased to 
announce the assoc iation of 
Cam Templeton. Cam is no 
stranger in the Real Estate 
community; she has sold in 
excess of seventeen million 
dollars worth of real estate 
since her entry to the field in 
1976. She ranks in the top one 
percent of Tidewater Realtors, 
is a member of the Tidewater 
Million Dollar Club, and a 
member of the national Mil -
lion Dollar Club. Cam was the 
number one agent from 1980 
thru 1984 for both listings and 
sales at a former company . 
Her professional reputation is 
unparalled and highly re-
spected throughout the com-
munity. For exceptional Real 
Estate assistance , contact 
Cam at her new business 
number, 1-800-446-8 103, or 
at her home number , (804) 
481-4333 . 
PROFESSIONAL REAL TV CORPORATION 
-- -----------------------------------------------------
Nanle __________________________________________________ _ 
Address ____________________________________________ ___ 
City __________ _ State ___ Zip ______ _ 
Phone _____________ _ Rank ________ _ 
Expected date or move ____________________________________ _ 
PROFESSIONAL REAL TV CORP. 
468 INVESTORS PLACE 
VIRGIN IA BEACH, VIRG INIA 23452 
PHO E (804) 420-0000 
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MEANDERING MEARS 
Of my journeys, I will tell , 
Prior to children, and husband, as 
well. 
Life provided traveling ease. 
Not just stateside, but overseas. 
To New York City, I did go, 
Taking in the sights and a Broad-
way show. 
But as a nanny, I saw more. 
My employer escorted me to Puerto 
Rico's shore. 
Curacoa, just north of Brazil , 
Gave my life an intriguing thrill. 
Seeing new dances and tasting 
new food, 
Enticed me into the traveling mood. 
On to Australia, the land down 
under, 
Where a teaching career was no 
blunder. 
by Caryn Mears 
Koalas, kiwis , and kangaroos, too, 
My traveling always discovered the 
new. 
New Zealand was the camper's de-
light, 
Pitching my tent at each magnifi-
cent sight. 
Maori language I learned through 
song . 
Here was a place I could really be-
long. 
But Indonesia was mystically call-
ing. 
My culture shock was dreadfully 
appalling. 
While I longed to lounge upon Bali 's 
beach, 
Conversational English I went to 
teach. 
Once married, I confess, 
My wanderlust did not rest. 
To Hong Kong and Subic Bay 
So with my husband, I could stay. 
Now eight years I've spent 
With my nautical gent. 
My travels have not ended, 
They're just temporarily sus-
pended. 
For life has taken another turn , 
Now it's time to study and learn. 
My travels are seen through my 
children 's eyes, 
As I help them become witty and 
wise. 
The suitcases are hidden, out of 
sight. 
Of traveling, I car. dream every 
every night. 
But not for long shall I pitch my tent, 
For I am married to a nautical gent! 
A Healthy, Happy Smile! 
At Monarch Dental Group, we know 
you are interested in dental health for your 
family. We have created a convenient 
Oral Hygiene Program designed with your 
family and your budget in mind. 
We clean your child's teeth, provide a 
dental evaluation and instruct your child 
in proper home care techniques for just 
$20.00 ($30.00 for adults). 
MONARCH DENTAL GROUP 
Providing a full range of dental services for 
adults and children 
*
, 675 Pine Ave. 
, . - Pacific Grove 




Arlen D. Lackey, DDS I James A. Poole, DDS 
Both Dr. Lackey and Dr. Poole were fonnerly with the 
Naval Post Graduate School Dental CUnic 
24 HR EMERGENCY SERVICES AVAIlABLE 
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A TARHEEL VACATION 
Mountains. Most everyone has 
heard 01 the Great Smoky Mountains. 
There are so many attractions there I 
couldn't begin to name them all. I really 
enjoyed Tweetsie Railroad, The Pink 
Palace, and Ghost Town. The train ride 
is fun and they have a hold-up com-
plete with Indians and "bad guys". The 
Pink Palace has a "saloon" atmo-
sphere and a pretty good show. (If you 
don 't like the old western "John 
Wayne" type movies this isn't the place 
for you .) Ghost Town has shops galore 
and the old fashioned gun fights. 
Blowing Rock is a neat place and so 
is Pisgah Forest. They have a legend 
saying anything that blows off Blowing 
Rock comes back up. I wasn't brave 
enough to experiment. Pisgah Forest 
has many small but beautiful waterfalls 
and my favorite place was the natural 
waterslide. You can have hours of lun 
sliding down the rocks but be prepared 
for a cool 60' dip at the bottom. There 
is a full-time lileguard for safety. While 
you're in the Asheville area, tour 
Biltmore House. It's amazing that 
someone had that much money. 
by Debbie Schlechte 
I love North Carolina. It's a beautiful 
state with many things to see and do. 
(I'm not one bit prejudiced either.) I'd 
like to recommend some great places 
to visit if you get to the East Coast and 
would like to venture to the Tarheel 
State. 
Beaches. Yes, you can even get in 
the water and not turn blue. 
Wrightsville Beach, Carolina Beach, 
Long Beach and Morehead City are 
some of the most familiar names. 
Wrightsville and Carolina Beaches are 
close to Wilmington so there's shop-
ping, movie theatres, and good sea-
food . (I highly recommend Pier 20 sea-
food restaurant.) There's a lot of flat, 
clean sand for the kids to play in and 
the waves are calm enough to play in 
too. Long Beach and Morehead are 
more secluded as is White Lake. All 
these beaches have a variety of 
seashells and you can fish in certain 
areas. The battleship USS North 
Carolina is also an interesting place to 
visit while in the Wilmington area. 
If you like snow-skiing, this area is 
for you. There are several ski resorts 
including Beech and Sugar Mountains. 
It's a much wetter snow there so be 
prepared for "moguls". I hit my first 
"mogul" at Sapphire Valley ski resort 
and I thought I was in the Olympics! 
The onlookers at the bottom of the hill 
told me I had great lungs. 
If you enjoy visitng historical set-
tings, Old Salem in Winston-Salem is 
worth the trip. This settlement left a 
lasting impression on me because I 
saw how smart our ancestors were. 
These villagers built their own water 
supply system out of logs. The Mora-
vians still operate several of the 
facilities today including a bakery that 
makes the best sugar cake I've ever 
tasted! (When I travel I always enjoy 
good food.) There's a shoe shop, to-
bacco shop, a bachelor's house, a pot-
ter, the schools and many other in-
teresting shops. The beauty of Old 
Salem is in how well they have pre-
served the old trades and life-styles of 
the 1600-1700's. I was also fascinated 
by the spinning and flax shop. Those 
people had to work so hard to make a 
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just one dress to wear all year. I would 
probably have been bare and confined 
to quarters. My favorite place in Old 
Salem is the Southern Furniture 
Museum. If you like fine furniture, this 
tour is a must. They have restored old 
homes in this museum with all the 
decor exactly as it was from the 1600's-
1900's. I was amazed atthe craftsman-
ship of those men. I saw some of the 
most beautiful furniture I have ever 
seen in this museum. It is very clean 
and it has a warm and elegant atmos-
phere. 
There are many outdoor dramas too. 
"Horn in the West" and "The Lost Col-
ony" are two very famous ones. They 
are very educational and well done. 
The Research Triang le Park area is 
very interesting and well known. Some 
of the finest medical facilities anywhere 
are here. Raleigh, the capital , has 
many museums and historical build-
ings you can tour. The governor's man-
sion is beautiful. Some of the best bas-
ketball teams in the nation are in the 
Triangle area. (UNC #1 ) 
Farming_ If you like to get back to 
nature there's a lot of farmland in the 
southeastern part of the state. Sum-
mertime was always an "interesting" 
time of the year when I was growing 
up because we were harvesting to-
bacco (money crop) and harvesting 
our food for the year at the same time. 
There was never a dull moment on the 
farm. It's very interesting to go to the 
tobacco market and see the tobacco 
sold and then tour the processing and 
manufacturing plant. The world's 
largest plant is only four miles from my 
house. There are also dairy farms, hog 
farms, chicken farms, etc. The ex-
change student from France that vis-
ited our family got a "kick" out of milking 
a cow. 
North Carolina was a great place to 
grow up. I'm a Tarheel through and 
through. Someone else thought North 
Carolina was pretty neat too . The sky 
is CAROLINA BLUE!! Happy Travel-
ing. 
' If you 've visited or lived in an area 
you thought was interesting, why not 
write about it and turn the article in to 
the Classmate. 0 
Your Host Engineers 
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Heres an offer 
with a lot of meat to it. 
Come into a Sizzler for a thick, juicy 
Sirloin Steak and all the tangy, meaty 
BBQ beef ribs you can eat. 
rice, and a thick slice of cheese toast. 
All for one low price. 
So even if you've eaten more than you ever 
____ ~hough,tpc)ssi~)le,even if you don't We serve them with your 
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Continental Breakfast is available in EI Rancho from 0700-1 030 Monday through Friday. Breakfast 
for Essential Feeding is available in EI Prado from 0645 to 0745 Monday through Friday and on 
Saturday from 0800-1000. Dinner is available Monday through Thursday in EI Prado from 1730-2040 
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Private parties in our dining 
rooms for which reservations 
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least 24 hours prior to the event) 
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NPS PACKAGE 
STORE - 373-7511 
- is located adjacent to the 
Post Office, near parking lot "E" 
at the rear of Herrmann Hall. 
Beer, liquor, wine, mixers, and 
bar accessories are available. 
Tuesday-Saturday 1000-1700 
Open Friday evening until 6 
p.m. 
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MODEL MUGGING 
By the end of the evening, not only 
was I interested, but I had scribbled 
down the number. The next day, at my 
husband's urging, I called to inquire 
when the next class would begin. 
I was told , "in a couple of weeks ." 
"A couple of weeks!" I thought ... 
"But what if something happens BE-
FORE then!?" And at that point I knew 
that I had been remiss in at least this 
area of my life. I had learned to cook, 
to sew, to entertain, to -speak foreign 
languages, and to take care of recur-
rent ear infections, but I had never 
learned to protect myself or defend my-
self against a mugger or rapist. 
Suddenly the need to do so seemed 
urgent. After witnessing Nancy's 
abilities the previous evening, I felt 
somehow left out, vulnerable, inferior 
and unprepared. The sounds in the 
house seemed louder, more unpredict-
able; the servicemen working outside 
looked more suspicious, more angry; 
the news seemed saturated with 
brutalities against women ; more as-
saults, more muggings ... 
Needless to say, I was overjoyed 
when I received a call from the Aikido 
Center notifying me of the upcoming 
class. "Just be at the MPC gym the 
following Wednesday and wear some-
thing comfortable," I was told . 
Wednesday evening rolled around. 
My husband accompanied me to the 
combative room of the gym. It seemed 
cold and stark and unfriendly. There 
were other women there who seemed 
equally anxious, withdrawn and ap-
prehensive. We all seemed to sense 
a desire to share with each other while 
at the same time a fear to initiate con-
versation. We were relieved when the 
instructor introduced herself and the 
man with her. Tension subsided as 
name tags were designed. My hus-
band was politely asked to leave and 
I wondered why, but somehow knew it 
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by Pam Bonsper 
had to be. 
"You must then stomp on his head 
three times or else he may get up and 
come after you again." 
I hadn't been listening very carefully 
to her description of the new baseball 
print lampshade she had added to her 
son's nursery, but this was obviously 
a new topic . . . and one which was 
quite unexpected at a small , intimate 
dinner party. I slid my spoon deeply 
into the side of the custard dish and 
gave her my full attention. She 
straightened in her chair, her eyes 
blazing with energy, as she described 
the most effective method of gouging 
eyes. I glanced at my husband who 
was slowly over-stirring his coffee, 
mesmerized by this quiet neighbor who 
had always seemed to lack self-confi-
dence and resolve. We caught each 
other's gaze and simultaneously 
raised eyebrows in a mutual sign of 
interest. 
Throwing her elbows about, she 
continued now with gestures and dem-
onstrations. By this time the other three 
couples were drawn to this spectacle. 
None of them had ever seen Nancy so 
animated, nor had any of us ever heard 
so much determination in her voice. 
Suddenly she seemed to realize she 
was center-stage, right in the middle 
of the living room, and with an embar-
rassed smile she settled into a more 
controlled narrative of her recently 
completed model mugging class. 
And then there were just the six of 
us, the instructor, Pamela, and the 
man, Gabe. We sat in a circle and were 
asked to introduce ourselves to each 
other and tell why we had signed up 
for the class. At this time we began a 
bonding that, I suppose, was a unique 
phenomenon. Total strangers, we 
were suddenly sharing an incident of 
a friend being beaten almost to death 
and raped, of a sister who had been 
raped, of a fear of being alone without 
the protection of a husband, of not 
wanting to be a statistic, of being an 
intern at a church and being afraid to 
live in the apartment it had provided . .. 
Our model mugging class had 
begun. 
Pamela gave us a brief history of 
how Model Mugging Inc. began. She 
explained that it was not a "Hate Men" 
class, nor was it a guarantee of suc-
cess against an attacker. She simply 
stated that it was a way that we could 
live not expecting something bad to 
happen but to be prepared if it were to 
happen. Gabe encouraged us to keep 
in mind why we were there and to not 
become discouraged and give up. He 
warned us that his job was to bring us 
to our point of panic so that we would 
understand how to deal with it. 
Suddenly the room became colder. 
I wondered if the rain storm was mak-
ing me shake or if I was just shaking 
inside. We were asked to share our 
feelings , our concerns, our questions. 
There were many . . . Would we get 
hurt? Had anyone been injured? Were 
we really supposed to fight without 
holding back? Would we knock out the 
model mugger? 
Our questions were answered as we 
began warm-up exercises while Gabe 
changed from our friend and co-in-
structor to Marvin the Mugger, our as-
sailant, our enemy. He had forewarned 
us as to his chameleon nature, so we 
were not totally unprepared when he 
entered the room as a fat man wearing 
a grotesque mask. The whole outfit 
was designed for his protection; how-
ever, the effect was not lost on us. We 
were not familiar with this monstrous 
character, nor were we delighted with 
the thought of physical contact with 
him. From this point on, reacting nega-
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lively to this pretend rapist became 
quite easy. 
We were soon learning the basics 
of self defense. I won't go into a blow-
by-blow (pun intended) description of 
the entire clasS but I will just say that 
by the end of the evening in a very 
gradual and controlled way, the six of 
us had learned how to shout "No" and 
fight an attacker who had grabbed us 
from behind and thrown us to the 
ground. 
The method of instruction was one 
step at a time : learning a new skill 
whether it was how to fall or kick or 
strike with the elbow, then practicing it 
very slowly, then applying it to the 
model mugger. We were never pushed 
too far, we felt comfortable and power-
ful with our newly acquired skills and 
ended the class with lots of energy. 
The words Gabe had said in the begin-
ning were still with us, however. We 
somehow knew the test was yet to 
come. 
The second week's class started 
with a talk. We shared our war stories -
which muscles were lame from the pre-
vious class , etc. Then we began to 
share thoughts that we had experi-
enced. One of us felt as though she 
were in a precarious position. Having 
learned a few techniques and having 
been reprogrammed from a victim to 
an attacker, she felt a struggle within, 
of not wanting to let go of the old fright 
and flight to allow for the new fright 
and fight. Another of us felt the class 
had been so safe and controlled that 
the simulation of mugging may not re-
ally be effective. 
Pamela and Gabe listened intently 
and seemed to have anticipated these 
feelings . They nodded to each other, 
gave us words of encouragement and 
Gabe began putting on his other self 
... our second class was about to 
begin. 
During this session we learned new 
kicks, including kicks to the groin. We 
were also introduced to a faster, more 
realistic speed of our "scenarios". In 
some cases the action was too rapid 
for rational reaction . It was the first time 
I felt a little bit of the fear element. Mar-
vin the Mugger was acting too real. He 
kept coming at me and I had already 
delivered all the blows, kicks, eye 
strikes and twists and turns I had been 
taught. I thought he should stop or I 
wanted someone to tell him to stop. I 
was getting tired and he was still all 
over me and I could hear the other 
women screaming and helping me by 
telling me what to do. Finally I delivered 
the knockout kick and he fell back ... 
the whistle was blown but I was tired 
and shaken up. Some of the other 
women experienced the same feelings 
so it was good to sit in our circle after-
wards and talk about it. We were begin-
ning to realize that there was quite a 
difference between a classroom ap-
proach to self defense and a model 
mugging class. And we still had three 
weeks to go. 
Our third week started with a potluck 
dinner. We all met at Cathy's house 
and brought enough food to feed an 
entire infantry battalion of hungry 
Marines. The idea behind the potluck 
is to get together outside of the gym 
in a social atmosphere to discuss some 
reading materials we had been given 
the previous week. With full tummies 
and a feeling of togetherness we re-
turned to the combat room of the MPC 
gym. 
Upon entering, I felt the matted floors 
and walls were a rather cruel reminder 
of why we were together ... It was not 
merely to exchange recipes and anec-
doies. Within a short time we were 
focusing our energy on the mugger and 
learning how to initiate take-downs and 
how to deliver side kicks to the knee. 
One of us was cut slightly in the course 
of a mugging and another received a 
painful bruise. However, the biggest 
bruise this particular night was to our 
collective pride. More of us experi-
enced what I had experienced last 
week. The muggings had been much 
faster, more unexpected, very realistic. 
As we sat in our circle after the class, 
a heavy cloak of failure enfolded us. A 
look of confusion was written on our 
faces. Why didn't I use an axe kick? 
Why didn't I take him down? Why didn't 
I see the openings? Why did I feel like 
giving up? Why did I panic? Why did I 
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Model Mugging, cont. from pg. 41 
back away when he called me names? 
It was helpful to have Gabe take off 
the hateful mask. Pamela assured us 
that we were purposely taken to our 
limits and that we would have a chance 
next week to be super angry and take 
it all out on the mugger! Needless to 
say, we couldn't wait! 
Class 4 is a hard one to write about. 
We were introduced to bedroom 
scenarios where we were altacked 
wh ile in a prone position. Lights were 
turned off and we were instructed to 
lie in our natural sleeping positions. We 
were taught how to keep our heads 
and stay in control , sometimes even 
feigning compliance, in order to antici-
pate and set up the break away and 
attack. Besides being in a vulnerable 
position , we were being attacked by a 
new mugger - one we had never seen 
before. He depicted six different rapist 
personalities and none of us knew how 
we would be approached. Verbal 
abuse and the speed of the attacks 
made it almost impossible to re-
member we were in a class. Simulated 
"psycho" muggings (where drugs dull 
and desensitize the attacker) were in-
troduced. By the end of the evening 
we were bushed! It had been a long, 
hard session. But as we walked out to 
our cars we seemed to realize that 
there was something different about 
us. Despite tired muscles and tangled 
hair we felt a sense of accomplishment 
and a willingness to react to rather than 
to be acted upon. We looked forward 
to our last class which would be a 
chance to show our friends and hus-
bands what we had learned. 
The fifth and final class of model 
mugging was a review of the previous 
classes with emphasis placed upon 
form and intensity. Former instruction 
had taught us what to do. Now we were 
able to demonstrate that what we had 
been taught was, indeed, effective. 
While not performing for the on-look-
ers, we were aware of their presence. 
We felt the extra energy and were able 
to handle "psycho" muggings with per-
serverance and determination. Through-
out the even ing we felt our reactions 
were quicker, our kicks more effective, 
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our energy more controlled. We didn't 
wonder what we would do ... we just 
did it. What a difference from the first 
class when we had to be taught step 
by step how to fall! Now we were 
clearly in control , not at the mercy of 
our simulated creep. We did not back 
up, run away, or freeze. We defended 
ourselves with precise, well-planned 
techniques and we demonstrated that 
women have all the necessary tools 
with which to incapacitate an attacker. 
By the end of the class when Marvin 
the Mugger turned back into our friend , 
Gabe, we were amazed to see what a 
toll our fight ing had taken on him. We 
were also amazed and very pleased 
at how well we all had done. Sharing 
our fears and acting out our most ter-
rifying fantasies, we had become very 
close over the last five weeks. Not only 
had we been faced with physical chal-
lenges, but our emotions had been 
touched in some of the most tender 
places. Mentally we had been required 
to replace old learned patterns with 
new self-love and respect images. 
These images required , in turn , some 
of the most unthought-of actions 
against another human being. We had 
been asked to place ourselves in 
realistic situations in which those we 
loved were involved. We had been 
challenged to face situations we 
heretofore had chosen to ignore. 
Learning to fight had not been easy 
for any of us. But we all knew why we 
had started the class five weeks ago. 
We hope and pray that our training 
need never be put to the test, that we 
will never be harrassed or attacked. 
Model Mugging, Inc. was not begun to 
train fighting women - it was begun to 
train women to fight. As Pamela had 
explained in the beginning, the idea is 
to never expect an attack to happen 
but to be prepared if it does. If you love 
yourself and your family enough to give 
yourself this preparation, I highly rec-
ommend this model mugging class. 
For information call the Aikido of Mon-
terey, 375-8106 or 375-6228. D 
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MIRACLES IN MODERN DENTISTRY 
Information gathered by: Arlen O. 
Lackey, D.D.S. 
High tech advances are not exclu-
sive to the space program or the com-
puter industry. Major scientific de-
velopments intended to make life 
easier, simpler and generally better 
have been turning up in areas where 
you might least expect them. 
Consider dentistry. Recent ad-
vances in dental science are allowing 
more Americans than ever before to 
keep their teeth for a lifetime, while ren-
dering treatment virtually painless. 
Today's dental office would seem a 
foreign land to your grandfather. Al-
though restoring diseased teeth and 
gums remains basic to dental care, 
continuing research has expanded the 
scope of dental practice to include 
treatments and procedures unheard of 
just a few decades ago. 
For years, dentists have had a rather 
narrow identification ... they fix teeth . 
You, the patient, woke up in the morn-
ing with a toothache. Later that day, 
you went to the dental office and had 
your aching tooth repaired . You had a 
problem, the dentist corrected it. And 
in your mind, that's all dentists did. 
Now there is more, much more. The 
modern dental team is equipped to 
handle a broadening variety of health 
needs. Today, for instance, you might 
awaken and decide that the smile you 
see in your bathroom mirror is not as 
pleasing as you would like. No tooth-
ache here, just dingy, washed-out 
teeth that detract from your appear-
ance. You see your dentist. And 
through a simple, painless procedure 
commonly known as bonding, you are 
transformed. You return home that 
evening with a sparkling smile worthy 
of a film star. 
The expanded nature of dental prac-
tice has been achieved through years 
of painstaking scientific research. 
Dramatic declines in basic oral disease 
like tooth decay have freed the profes-
sion to channel more time and effort 
into other oral health concerns. The 
result has been a revolution in dental 
science made possible through dentis-
try's long term emphasis on preventing 
disease before it occurs, as opposed 
to treating it after the damage is done. 
Prevention is the watchword of today's 
dental care. And the cornerstone of this 
preventive effort is fluoride. 
Today, 123 million Americans, 
roughly half the U.S. population, live 
in communitites where the public water 
is fluoridated . On the Monterey Penin-
sula only La Mesa, Ft. Ord and The 
Defense Language Institute have 
fluoridated water. Fluoride-containing 
toothpastes, gels and mouth rinses are 
available at the local drugstores. Direct 
fluoride applications can be obtained 
at your dental office. With fluoride as 
its foundation, dentistry's preventive 
effort has yielded some startling results 
in reducing tooth decay. 
Popular notions aside, tooth decay 
is not the major cause of oral health 
problems. It is not the major cause of 
tooth loss. Gum disease - known in 
dentistry as periodontal disease - is 
responsible for about 70 percent of all 
lost teeth . By conservative estimates, 
this devastating affliction of the gums 
and other structures that support the 
teeth attacks at least three out of four 
people over the age of thirty-five. That 
means there's a better than even 
chance it will turn up in your mouth. 
As with tooth decay, periodontal dis-
ease is often preventable. Its incidence 
is usually linked directly to oral hygiene 
habits. If you don't brush and floss daily 
and make regular trips to the dental 
office, you're asking for it. 'And you 
shouldn 't be surprised when your 
gums start to bleed, grow tender and 
begin to swell - all early warning signs 
of the disease. 
Though periodontal treatment meth-
ods are constantly improving, experts 
agree there is no substitute for plaque 
control. Plaque, as your dentist or den-
tal hygienist may have explained, is a 
sticky, colorless film that forms con-
stantly on your teeth . You can't see it, 
but it's there. And if you don't remove 
it with regularity (at least once each 
day), it begins to colonize in a kind of 
bacterial conspiracy against your good 
oral health. Eventually you may begin 
to lose teeth. Regular brushing and 
flossing coupled with regular profes-
sional cleanings and checkups will 
help you avoid gum disease - or help 
catch it early if it should occur. 
Research has yielded technological 
and procedural improvement in every 
area of dental care - and has taken 
the pain out of treatment. Those who 
associate discomfort with dental care 
haven't been in a dental office lately. 
Today the profession is employing 
sophisticated new anesthetic tech-
niques that eliminate not only pain, but 
also that tingly whole mouth numbness 
that commonly resulted from older in-
jection methods. 
And if the very thought of dental 
treatment makes you nervous, relax . 
Dentists and their staff are pursu ing a 
wide range of techniques designed to 
calm you before and during treatment 
- everything from hypnosis, to relaxa-
tion exercises, to video games in the 
waiting room. 
Other research has yielded some 
surprising new findings on the relation-
ship between what we eat and our sus-
ceptibility to dental disease. Did you 
know that you can improve your 
chances of keeping your teeth by 
watching your diet? 
Did you know, too, that the chronic 
pain in your head that you've long mis-
taken for a migraine might actually be 
a dental problem? Or that you can be 
fitted for braces that are virtually invis-
ible? 
We've only scratched the surface of 
new developments in dentistry. There 
is a great deal more that you should 
know about modern dental care, its 
many recent advances and what the 
future holds. See your dentist to take 




ORDERS TO SAN DIEGO? 
CALL TOLL FREE 1·800·792·2121 
IN CALIFORNIA 1·800·545·2121 
# 1 Sales Office 
in San Diego County 
OHMAN·RATTAN REALTORS® 
THE TOP TEAM 
(619) 461-3900 
8655 Navalo Road 
San Diego, California 92119 
ChiLd~1I 
GQ8\'. "ITM uS ~ :J SIZE 14 
" The Greatest Children's Store 
In Town" 
TOYS . CLOTHING 
STROLLERS . HIGHCHAIRS 
CARSEATS • PlAY YARDS 
CRIBS . CHESTS . MATTRESSES 
9 10 So. M ai n St . 780 Abrego 
Sal inas M onterey 
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MY CHILDREN 
ARE SO CRAFTY 
by Nancy Barto 
The toilet tissue's off the roll 
I really must complain 
I replaced it just this morning 
Would you children please explain? 
"We had to have a cardboard roll 
to make a neat jet plane: 
This morning when you left for school 
The dress you wore was blue 
Now it's green and red and orange 
Whatever did you do? 
"Painted a giant butterfly and 
a pretty flower, too. " 
My three-year·old makes not a sound 
I should investigate 
he's writing on his bedroom wall 
I am just a trifle late, 
"I wrote my name and made a dog 
and that's the letter 8," 
My kitchen is a sorry mess 
It's more than I can take 
I've given in to pleading 
To help me cook and bake. 
Am I s'posed to put the cover on 
before I start to shake?" 
We've crayons, paints and modeling clay 
And project plans galore 
Fabric scraps and empty cans 
And secrets by the score, 
"If you go into my room today 
don't look behind the door." 
My "crafty" ones will soon be grown 
And each will go away 
My house will not be '1reasure" filled 
And I won 't hear them say 
"We love you and we made this 





The recent changes in the operation 
of the Officer's Club have resulted in 
excellent dinners in the dining room on 
Friday and Saturday evenings. The 
menu changes monthly. The dress 
code has been changed to casual attire 
(coat and tie not required, but sorry, 
no jeans, levis, or T-shirts) during all 
operating hours. 
Cafeteria service is available Sun-
day through Thursday evenings. The 
menu for the hot meal is rotated on 
about a 21-day cycle. This service is 
for all authorized patrons of the Club. 
Additional changes will be forthcoming 
in the quest for the best club in the 
Navy. 
* A reminder: The back of the dinner 
check has a place for comments -
good or bad. Management reviews all 
dinner checks daily. Comments are de-
sired and encouraged. Let them know 
how you feel. 
CRAMALOT 
Don't know what to 
expect at NPS? 
You've got a husband who 
is never at home? 
Come discover what 
it's all about 
Cramalot is coming! 
August 22 
Correction from June's issue 
of Classmate 
Baked Wrapped Chicken 
8-10 chicken boned chicken breasts 
1 jar chipped beef 
8-10 strips of bacon 
1 pint of sour cream 
1 can cream of mushroom soup 
1 can cream of chicken soup 
Place chipped beef along the bottom of 
a rectangular casserole dish. Wrap each 
chicken breast in bacon. Place chicken in 
2 rows of 4 or 5 in dish. Pour soups and 
sour cream (which have been mixed to-
gether) on top of chicken. Cook 2 hours at 
300· . Cover with foil when brown on top. 
Candy Bar Pie 
Same reCipe, but it will fill only 1 pie shell, 
not 2. 
" Best Chin('s .. Restallrant 
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GARY D. PALMA, D.D.S. 
CHRISTOPHER L. PALMA, D.D.S 
ORTHODONTICS 
335 Eldorado Street 
26535 Carmel Rancho Blvd. 
Suite 5-C 
Monterey. California 93940 Carmel. California 93923 
Phone (408) 373-8484 Phone (408) 624-4100 
• CUTLERY 
• TOY SOLDIERS 
• SHIP MODELS 
• GIfTS 




SPECIALS .. .. SPECiALS .... SPECIALS ... . SPECIALS .. .. SPECiALS .... SPECIALS .. .. 
DEPENDENT, DOG & DIVORCE OUTDATED 
New students arriving in La Mesa no 
longer need worry. the "three-d" myth 
of acquiring a dependent, dog or di-
vorce while in Postgraduate school is 
now outdated. 
The abundant commodity here is 
children. Each family seems to pos-
sess the all-American 2.5 children. We 
now appreciate the phrase, "Critter 
Haven". It seems the woman of the 
household now can donate her time to 
this notable profession of motherhood, 
and the man of the household should 
be available for the all-important birth. 
This makes Postgraduate school a 
most likely place to fulfill the dependent 
portion of the "three-d" myth. (Now I 
understand why the abbreviation PG 
stands for both postgraduate and preg-
nant, they seem to be synonomous 
here.) 
Some of La Mesa's residents say 
that acquiring a dog furnishes them 
by Caryn Mears 
with companionship. Others feel that 
a dog is an easier way out of the myth 
than acquiring a dependent. Whatever 
the reasoning , many in La Mesa do 
acquire a dog. 
A divorce is a sad, but understand-
able way in which to fulfill the last por-
tion of the "three-d" myth. It is possible 
to comprehend how this catastrophe 
could develop. "I have to study", be-
comes the only comment he makes. 
In order to compensate, her time is 
consumed with every activity La Mesa 
has to offer. Slowly they grow apart, 
completing the myth. 
Now, however, life in La Mesa has 
more to offer in its traditions. The de-
mand to obtain a dependent, dog or 
divorce is no longer applicable. The La 
Mesa of 1985, is engulfed in new trad-
itions. I call it the VCR Syndrome, 
Volvo, Computer and Running (not 
video cassette recorder!) . Let me ex-
MAMA MIA . .. 
46 
We're talking GREAT ice cream!! 
SCOOPS OF MONTEREY ICE CREAM 
featuring BUD'S OF SAN FRANCISCO 
Home of Waffle Cones and The Mini-Ball Express 
484 Lighthouse, New Monterey 373-4004 (Park in Rear) 
Sun. - Thurs. 11 a.m. - 10 p.m. Fri . - Sat. 11a.m. - 11 p.m. 
You've tried the rest 
now try the Best 
MAMA MIA 
THAT'S A Sandwich 
MAMA MIA'S DELI 
SANDWICH SHOP 
1193 10th St., Monterey (1 block from Naval Pootgraduate School) 
375-9161 
Mon. - Sat. 7:3 Fresh Doughnuts Daily 
plain this new tradition further. 
The new car fever has afflicted many 
students and staff living in La Mesa. 
However, not just any car will cure this 
raging excitement. The only panacea 
for La Mesa's contagious activity ap-
pears to be a Volvo. Keep your eyes 
open. You will notice the epidemic 
proportions with which this car has 
surged in La Mesa. 
Once you are comfortably settled in 
our community, another fever devel-
ops. You will first become aware of it, 
asking what type of computer the 
neighbors have. Then this obsession 
manifests itself when you and your 
spouse are drawn by some unknown 
force into every computer store you 
pass. The urgency to own a computer 
becomes addictive, and soon you, too, 
will be speaking computer jargon. Bits 
and bytes, modems and monitors 
smoothly roll off your tongue. The com-
@7 FIRST SOUTHERN ~ BAPTIST CHURCH • of the 
Monterey Peninsula 
Sunday: Bible Study 9:30 a.m. 
Worship 8:15 a.m .. 11 a.m .. and 7 p.m. 
Wednesday Prayer Mee~ng and 
Children's Activities 7 p.m. 
- Nursery Care at all Services -
We Welcome 




Pastor Dan Coker 
SPECIALS ..•. SPECIALS, •• 
puter is acquired and joins the Volvo-
driving family. 
My kitchen window provides a 
panorama of streaking color. No, it's 
not the annual Halloween parade. This 
magnificent array is created by the 
multitude of runners blazing through 
La Mesa. If you own the Volvo, and 
the computer, running provides quiet 
time to contemplate how to pay for 
these expensive investments and run-
ning also allows the majority of your 
income to go to the aforementioned 
expenses. Thus this economical hobby 
has captured a great deal of La Mesa 
residents. 
We must look positively on this new 
tradition . It offers us a tremendous op-
portunity. The old "three-d" myth of de-
pendent, dog and divorce was a rather 
dreaded phenomenon, something to 
be avoided at all costs! 
The VCR Syndrome allows us to de-
lete the "three-d" myth entirely. To-
getherness is the motto and the VCR 
of La Mesa will be a highly sought-after 
status symbol. 
Together your time will be spent 
washing and waxing your Volvo. The 
pride of ownership will draw you closer, 
enabling you to spend as much time 
as possible in your car. 
Learning to program the computer 
will provide you with enjoyable educa-










FOR: DOGS, CATS, .BIRDS, RODENTS, 
RABBITS, EXOTIC ANNIMALS & REPTILES 
BOARD & TREATMENT OF SICK ANIMALS 
& PETS REQUIRING DAILY MEDICATION 
MARK THOMAS THOMSON D.V.M 
MICHAEL J . MURRAY D.V.M 
For Appointments or Emergencies Call 
899-2381 
Veterinary Pet Insurance PoliCies Accepted 
EVENING HRS AVAILABLE ON WEEK NIGHTS 
MON·FRI 8AU-8PM SAT 8A ...... :3OP .. 
780 ELM AVE - SEASIDE 
BEHIND THE BANK OF AMERICA 
AE MC VISA ON FREMONT BLVD 
CHILDREN'S SHOE SPECIALISTS 
We Carry Widths to Fit 
The Very Narrow and Very Wide 
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Warranties are give }OU one- or t\ID-year 
where carmakers WtlITanties, \bIvo confidently gives }OU 
get d(M1!1 to ~ three years. 
with carbuyers. No colorful pictures here. Others limit }OUr mileage. We build 
The VCR } Noextmvagantclaims. Vol~."""e\l, we don't have to. 
military famly to e ]:>.w~~E!'l'ral'iYRiriy , . • Wh-I~~~~~;; .. ,~ . I ma;t WtlITaOties look like 
and cooperation in its truest form. Of • Surf ~ned tocoverthecannaket: 
course there will be difficult times with ~~~::YAKING >viouslydesigned toCO'o'el'the 
this new tradition . Sharing doesn't al- Every Sat. II: Sun. VOLVO 
ways seem the natural thing to do. '5.00 OISCO'JNTOFF Ct!ulh.1n:d I11aprb·[t10l1l)'panlCUlarmaoufactun. .. 
BAS C CLASS ,..~ ~\i""'.I "IIUOU(-''II'f1t'f:lltl .... However, life is sure to prove complete I WITH 
when you leave La Mesa with your new 
Volvo, compter and running shoes. 
Enjoy the VCR Syndrome, I hear it's 






WASHINGTON - NORFOLK, 
VIRGINIA BEACH, VIRGINIA? 
YOUR 
CONNECTION 
comes to you!! 
HILTON INN RESORT 
1000 Aguajito 373-6141 
July 19, 20, & 21. 1985 
Fri., Sat., Sun. (10:00 - 5:00) 
(later by appointment) 
PHONE: 372-6203 
Real Estate Professionals from Washington, Norfolk and Virginia Beach will be available 
to answer any housing-related questions you may hove ... bringing you mops, 
brochures and color picture displays of typical homes with data on prices. mortgage 
financing, commuftng routes, transportation, schools and other items of interest to 
any who plan to move to one of these areas. THERE IS NO SELLING AND NO OBLIGATION. 
This may be the best 20-30 minutes you can spend 
In planning your move!! 
PLEASE JOIN US!!! 
..... 0' . OiOic oro09 1. ... 
* WASHINGTON, D.C. AREA 
~ 484 Lighthouse, New Monterey 373- (Park in Rea:)' ~o<5 I 
Fri. - Sat. 11 a.m. - 11 p.m. 
Worship 8:15 a.m.. 11 am .. 01 
Wednesday Prayer Meeti" 
Children's Activities 7 p.r 
- Nursery Core at all SeIViCl 
We Welcome 
~ Sun. - Thurs. 11 a.m. -1 0 p.m. 
1193 10th St .. Monterey (1 block trom Na 
375-9161 Rivel Rd 
Mon. - Sat. 7-3 Ch. VA 23464 
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Members, Million Dollar Soles Club 













Warranties are gM! )00 one- (X" two-year 
where carmakers w.rrranties, \bIvo confidently gives)OO 
getdownto~ three years. 
with carl>uyers. No colorful pictures here. Others limit)OOr mileage. We build 
No extravagant claims. Valva; so well, we don't ha\e to. 
What they say is what )00 get. You see, ma;t w.rrranties look like 
And if )00 read the fme print, )00 they're designed to cover the carmaker. 
fmcl)OO usually don't get much. Volvosisobviouslydesigned to cover the 
UnIess)OO buy a \bIvo. While other carl>uyet: VOLVO 
Som..-t1f m..: .... '3rr:u"1I3 ~lIMnlbtl\\:an: rI.'fII\"j."I'ItatM."( .... 'ilmml...:scum'lti) J\'arbbl'and 1IA:0I.11: tllb.:nk'\llt1appl) 1!lall)' parlll:ularnunubctur.:r 
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THE NEW 
SCANDIA VOLVO 
SALES· LEASING· SERVICE· PARTS· EUROPEAN DELIVERY 
1661 Del Monte, Seaside· (408) 899-2441 
RED CARPET REAL ESTATE , 
Presents 
Everything You Need to Transfer Anywhere 
INFORMATION AVAILABLE FOR ALL AREAS OF THE U.S. 
Friday, Aug . 2 
Saturday, Aug. 3 
Sunday, Aug. 4 
OPEN HOUSE 
3 PM-9 PM Financing Seminar 7 PM 
10 AM-6 PM Financial Seminars 11 AM & 2 PM 
1 PM-5 PM Financial Seminar 2 PM 
Holiday Inn Monterey 
2600 Sand Dunes Drive 
Captain's Table Room 
Representatives will be present with Information about the following areas: 
• Annapolis/Baltimore, MD • Mare Island/Fairfield , CA 
• Bremerton/Bangor/Seattle, WA • Memphis, TN 
• Camp Lejeune/New River/Jacksonville, NC • Monterey, CA 
• Charleston, SC . • NorfolklVa. Beach/Portsmouth, VA 
• Glenview NAS/Great Lakes; IL • San Diego, CA 
• Honolulu, HI • Washington, D.C./Northern Va. 
- Have your loan approved before you graduate! 
- Mortgage loan officer will be available to answer 
your questions and for qualification 
Save Time And Money 
Need Information Now? CALL: 1-800-654-7653, Ext. 110 
EACH REO CARPET OFFICE IS INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND OPERATED 
• 
